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" . • . to be sure, man is a creature of his environment, but he is also a creator of it to a much greater
extent than he is '\-Tilling to admit • • • The human being
carries vTi thin himself--within the constitution of his
own nature and tendencies--those elements which make
possible the trouble itself as well as its cures."
--Bernard Glueck

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this historical sur vey is to present
a well organized statement of the activities of the play
therapy clinic at the College of the Pacific and to
ana lyze and evaluate the findings .

One year a fter the

orig in of the c linic , there was felt the need for a survey.

The 1.rriter has had many opportunities to observe

the functions and the operation of the clinic, and he has
felt that the activities and objectives of the clinic
should be defined clearly in 1.,ri t ing so that the beginning s t udents at the clinic may have a more adequate
approach to the clinical situation .

Ea ch semester, the

psychology department admits more ne vr students vrho are
ma j oring in the field.

It i s the Hriter •s hope that this

survey might add t o the effectiveness of the training
program in play the rapy and tha t the new students migh t
use this survey to t heir advantage, and perhaps i t mi ght
shorten the time for them in comp rehending the clinical
activi ties and in understanding its func t ions .
I t is not tho i ntention of the wri ter to solve all
t he prob lems of the clinic , but it is his interest to
point out t h e various pr ob lems in t h e clinical si tuation
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for further study.

The writer also feels that the data

obtained from this survey vrould be valuable to the clinic
for its self-appraisal.

This survey ·Hill also have a

practical value to the College of the Pacific and to the
students ,.rho are majoring in :psychology who are contemplating taking the course in play therapy, and a l so to
those vrho want to

kno~r

something about the nature of the

program .
This thesis is divided into five chapters .

The

introductory chapter presents a statement of the problem
and the importance of the study.
the organization of th0 clinic .

Chapter t1vo describes
The historical origin

is also presented here to shm·r the need for setting up a
clinic in the early part of 1948.

The staff, testing

equipment, toys, reading materials, fees, consulting room,
files, playroom, and medical examinations are briefly
discussed for the purpose of orienting the reader wi th
regard to the clinic .

Chapter three presents one complete

illustrative case study from the clinic .

The writer has

chosen one of the more typical case studies and has brought
it to light for the reason of giving a complete description of the methods of handling the cases .

The general

causes of the problems, degree of success, and the student
clinician ' s abilities to follo"r the principles of nondirective therapy are also discussed .

Chapter four analyzes

3
the vrork and ca taloga the types of cases in the clinic .
The percentages of personality and conduct problems are
tabulated, and the percentages of directive and nondirective approach are also t abulated and eva luated .

The

final chapter summarizes and evaluates the findings .

Since

play therapy is now in the field of psychology and as
this is the first year of the establishment of the clinic ,
the principles, practices, and techniques that are used
deserve further research and refinement, and the problems
that have arisen merit further study .

These are the find -

ings of the '\-Triter and it is his hope that this survey
can provide somo basis for future study in tomorrm·r ' s
development of the clinic .

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL ORIGIN, ORGANIZATION, AND
FUNCTION OF THE PLAY THERAPY CLINIC
The founding of the play therapy clinic vms made
posflible by throe events .

The first of those 1-ras the

additions to the staff in the field of psychology.

The

second '\·ras the construction of new buildings and facilities; and the third was the publication of non- directive
play therapy techn1ques1 perfected by Virginia M. Axline .
I n order to gain some perspective into the growth
of the psychology department , it is necessary to review
its curriculum in the earlier yoars leading up to the
period of expansion .

Bet'\feen the school years from the

fall of 1941 to the fall of 1947, psychology did no t have
a separate department .

Education and psychology 1vere

combined under a single department .

The psychological

courses that '\·Tere offered served only as partial fulfill ment of the requirements for students vrho vrere majori ng
in the field of education.
For a period of four school years, from the fall
of 1941 until J une , 1945, there '\vere no changes in the
1 Virg inia M. Axline , Play Therapy (New York:
Houghton Mi fflin co. , 1947 ), pp . 3-374 .
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curriculum in psychology .
offered:

A total of six courses were

general psychology, a year course of three units

per semester; educational psychology, taught for the purpose of orienting tho students "'·rith the a ppli a tion of
psychological principles to teaching ; child psychology,
offered as a study of children at homes and in school;
adolescent psychology , offered as a prerequisite for
teaching in secondary schools ; social psychology, mental
hygiene , and abnormal psychology, as informational courses .
These six psychological courses were taught by Dr . J . Marc
Jantzen, professor of education; Dr . Glenn R. Pease,
professor of educati on, and Dr . J . William Harris, prof essor of education and psychology .
During the war years, the College of tho Pacific
participated in the "1·78.rtime program of training Navy V - 12
students .

This educational program ,.Tas deslgned to pro-

vide advanced academic background for future officers in
training .

Mathematics, chemistry, physics , engineering ,

and othe r science courses were considered to be the prime
needs of the Navy .

This was follovred by constructi on of'

additional fac ilities to teach scientific courses leaving
the humanities courses to shift for t hemselves .

Because

of the shortage of personnel and building facilities i n
the psychological department, i t 1-1a s not able to expand
during the wr years, although there i<la s a grea t demand
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for the study or psychology.
Beginning in the fall of 1945, the course in child
psychology ·Has changed to child growth and development, a
study of the development of the child from i nfancy to
adolescence in its physical, intellectual, emotional, and
social aspects, with special emphasis on the child of
elementary school age .

During the fall or this year, the

course in clinical psychology was added to the department,
taught by Dr. Ralph Eckert, professor of psychology .

This

marked the beginning of clinical psychology in the college .
There were no other courses added to the department because
Dr . Eckert ,.,as fulfilling only a part- time professorship
at the College of the Pacific and a full- t i me professorship
at Stockton Junior College .

Added to this fact, Dr . Pease

left the school to assume another position at San

Dieg~

State College.

I n the summer of 1946, Dr . Eckert departed from the
college in order to take a position with the State Department of Education .

Three new members were added to the

faculty in psychology in the fall of this same year .
vrere:

They

Dr. vlilfred M. I·litchell, professor of clinical

psychology; Mrs .

T,P. na

B. Knox, assistant professor of

psychology; and Dr . William D. Nietmann, professor of
psychology and phi losophy .

Since the professors were ne11

7
on the campus, and t he courses to be taught had not been
outlined i n advance for them, the psychology department
did not add many new courses to its curriculum.
psychology

~res

not offered i n the

1946-~ 7

Clinical

school yea r

because the sudden leaving of Dr . Eckert crea ted a somewhat confused and disorganized status vTith respect to this
course .

However, Dr . Mitchell taught two courses i n

general psychology whi1o ·Mrs . Knox was in charge of a
course in child growth and development and a course i n
tests a nd measurement.

Dr . Nietmann directed a course

in Bible and in philosophy .

He later transferred to the

Biblical and phil osophical department .

In the year 1946,

the number of returning veterans registering at the College
of the Paci.fic was

5 2 ~*

and a great demand 1-ras crea ted

for expansion of the college program in order to accommodate them .

Tent ative plans

w~re

made by the college

administrators during this year to construct more buildings.
In the fall of 1947, Dr . Willis N. Potter, professor
of education and psychology was added to the facul ty .
Eight psychological courses were offered i n the 1947- 48
school yea r in additi on to 'mat had been offered in the
school year of 1946-47 .

The new courses were :

psychology

*This fi gure obt ained from Elliot Taylor, Director
of Admission a t the College of Pacifi c .

/
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of the exceptional child, psychological measurement,
systematic psychology, advanced psychology of adjustment,
advanced psychology of personality , clinical experience
and human adjustment, clinical psychology, and advanced
clinical psychology .

This was the period of greatest

expansion of the psychology department.

In the fall of

1948, the fiel d of psychology offered twenty three psychol ogical courses in comparison with the original six in
the fall of 1946.

Also in the fall of 1948, Mr . Edgar

vi.

Gregory, assistant professor of psychology, "t-Tas added to
J

the staff.

The announcement in the Bulletin of the College
of the Pacific 2 for the 1949- 50 school year, among other
things, listed thirty -one psychological courses .

vli thin

the period of three years, the depa1•tmen t vras offering
five times as many courses as it had to offer only three
years prior !
In the summer of 1947 , the College of the Pacific
granted two Master degrees to psychology majors, one to
Barbara Allen Bower and one to Wilhelmina K. Harbert .
Both of the degrees lTere i n the area of clinical psychology .
The year of 1947 marked the first time in the history of
the college that degrees of Master and Bachelor of Arts
to psychology majors 1·rere granted .

Although the psychology

2 Bulletin of the College of the Pacific, Catalogue
Issue --Announcement for 1949-50, pp . 81-84 .
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department did not havo enough coursen offered to completely
fulfill the requirements for Master of .Arts degrees,* yet
the two atudonts vho graduated "r1th that degree were able

to do so since they had fulfilled the prerequisites in

other schools before transferring to the College of the
r·acific .

This year also was tbe first in vhich students

graduated w1 th A.D . degrees majoring in psychology \There

the undergraduate requirements "t-Tcre completed at the

College or the r ao1fic .
With the increased number of professors in the
psychology department , preparation 1-ras made by the faculty
members to increase the number of courses in the field
to fulfill the unit requirements for grf!nt1ng of Mastei•
degrees within the college .

In tho school year 1948- 49,

it was finally possible for students to complete vork
for their Master degrees i n this college without having
to supplement the unit requirements in other universities .

In the school year of 1947 -48, clinical psychology
1ms offered as a year course, tvo units per semester.

In

the first semester of the course, students studied the
personality and conduct problems of children by using the
*Informatlon from Dr. J . f·!arc Jantzen, Dean of the
School of Education .

..
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textbook entitled Clinical Psychologx by

c.

M. Loutitt . 3

Two other textbooks were used in the course, and they were:
Carl R. Rogers ' Counseling and Psychotherapy4 and William
U.

Snyder ' s Non-Directive Counseling . 5

\Uth the latter

tvro textbooks, the students studied the techniques and
methods of non-directive psychotherapy for adolescents
a nd adults .

At the very beginning of the second semester

of the course in clinical p3ychology, Virginia M. Axline ' s
Play Therapy6 was used to study the techniques and principles of play therapy .

The establishment of the play

therapy clinic was part of the training program in the
course on clinical psychology .
In the middle of the fall semester in 1947, Robert
E. Burns, president of the College of the Pacific, announced
that the new building , Owen Hall, would be completed in
the spring of 1948 and a ma j or portion of that buiiding
would be allotted to the psychologica l and educational
departments .

Dr . Jantzen and Dr. Mitchell requested three

~c . M. Loutitt, Clini cal Psychology ( New York:
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1947 ), pp . 3-643 .
4 Rogers, 2£· cit . , pp. 3- 447.

York:

5 vfilliam U. Snyder, Non-Directive Counseling (Ne1-1
Houghton Mifflin co . , 1947 L pp. l - 32::> .
6 Axli ne, ££· cit., pp . 3 - 374 .
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rooms for clini cal vTOrk .
Burns .

This ,.,as gro.nted by President

The first room was to be used as a testing and

intervi e'\-Ting room .

The second, the professors ' room, ,-ras

to be used in addi t ion
and for i ntervie'\oring .
for the clients.

as a conference room for the staff
The third room ,.r as to be a playroom

President Burns then granted permission

to establish and to furnish the clinic .
Non-directive play therapy for problem chi ldren
uould not have been possible without the announcement of
the principles perfected by Axline.

Thes e principles

and techniques outlined by Axline were tools for the
student clinicians.

Although play therapy 1-1as used by

many psychotherapists in other universities, coll eges,
and clinics , the principles and methods used were directive instead of non-directive .

It must be borne in mind

that non-directive play therapy 1-Tas not clearly defined
until Axline defined it in her book entitled Play Therapy .

J. Louise Despert •s Emotional Problems In Children7 and
Rogerson ' s Pla~ Therapy In Childhood8 describe the Child
Development Center of the Children ' s Hospital of the
7 Louise J. Despert , Emotional Problems In Children
(Nevr York: State Hospita ls press , 1938 ) , pp, 90- 105.

8 Charles H. Rogerson, P~ay !_herapl ~n Childhood
( London: Oxford Unive r s ity Press, 1939 }, pp . 1-63 .
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East Bay,9 a branch of the Stanford University School of
Education, and others which were using the directi ve
approach in play therapy .
I t is interesti ng to note that the development of
t he child guidance movement as described in Norman Fenton ' s
book, Mental Hygiene In School Practice, culiminated in
t ho introduction of children clinics .

The p urpose of these

clinics is to integrate
11

the efforts of guidance specialists
and lay associates f or the prevention and t reatment of juvenile delinquency • • . I n 1921 there
existed perhaps one or two child guidance clinics
in which psychologist, psychiatrist, and psychiatric
social worker collaborated in case studies . Pioneering in this particular type of group clinica l
me thod of dealing '\-lith j uvenile delinquents is
gene rally credited to the Juvenile Court of Cook '
County in Illinois , where William Healy began
his "Tork in 1909. I n the decade beginning 1921,
the Commonwealth Fund demonstrations of child
guidance clinics developed in collaboration with
the staff of the National Committee for Mental
Hygiene; and l ike work under other auspicies, for
example, the habit clinics in Massachuse tts under
Thom, led to great advances in the group study of
children ' s problems . So great was public interest
i n child guidance clinics that by 1930 these services
had been introduced into several hundred communities .
This total has no'\·T ( 1943 ) risen to over one thousand
communit1.es i n the United States . "l0
•••

9 L. M. Tol z, The Child Development Center of the
Children Hospital of the East Bay {Stanford University-School of Education, 1947r;-pp . 1-25.

lo Norman Fenton, Mental Hygiene in School Pr actice
(California: Stanford University Press-,-1943 ) , p . 374 .
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Some communi ties have established their m·m clinics;
and in other cases, psychologist s such as Helen L. Witmerll
and E . ~1arten, 12 have also established their mrn .

Dr. John

Levy,l3 Director of Department of Psychiatry at Columbia
Uni versity and a leader i n the child guidance movement that
began in the 1920 ' s achieved recognition in 1930 .

He used

the toy- playing approach to collect data and information
on attitudes and feelings of children.
directive toy-playing
the country.

1-tas

This a pproach of

used by many clinics throughout

During the early part of the third decade, i t

became apparent that self- expression by chi ldren through
toys did have therapeutic value, and it was finall y recog nized as s uch by a uthority .14

The contemporary psycholo ~

gists, such as carl R. Rogers,15 Louise Despert , l6

11 Helen L. 'fi tmer, Psychla trio Clinics for Children
( Ne'\>T York: commom1ealth Fund, 1940 ), p . 437. 12 E. Martens, Clinic Organization of Child Quidance
vlithi n the Schools (Washington D. C.: United States Office
of Education , l939 ) , p. 1- 20 .
13 r:avid Levy, "Attitude Therapy," American Journal .2f
Orthopsychiatry, 7 :103-113, January , 1937 ·
14 Helen L. \olitmer, Psychiatric Intervie'\or With
Children ( Ne~.r York: Tho Commomrealth Fund, 1947 ), p . 12 ·
15 carl R. Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy
(Nmr York: Houghton Mifflin ro., 1942), p . 18 .
16 Despert, 2£·

£!!. , p . 212 .

llt

Frederick R. A~en,l7 and Vi~ginia M. Axl1ne , l8 found t hat
the methods of' directive play therapy or non ... directivc play
therapy can 'be used to help problem-children to holp them·

selves by dealing directly

ui~h

contents instead of using t hose
or information on thoir

the children ' s emotional
m _ thod~

attitud~s

t.fhe College o.f the Pacific

schoolo to establish a
directive a pproa ch .

children ' ~

to collect da ta

a nd feelings.
\IRS

one .of the earl iest

clin1c uaing the non -

It seems that \.r1thout Rogers ' non-

directive counseling techniques, Axline ' s pla y therapy
might not have follo1-md; ho,-TeVcJ:i, uitbout Axline ' s pla y

therapy technlquas;J the play therapy clinic at the College
of the Pacific surely v ould not have been develor;ed .

At
clinic~

th~

time of the eBtablinhmont of the play tb rapy

St ockton djd not have a

does not ha vo ~

·H

clinic ~

and to date

s tl~l

1 t h the exception of the 1vork at the College

of the Pa ifi c .

The Centr-al Hothodist Church in f tockton

n:adG a ttempts to establ1.sh a genoral po.ychological cllnic,

but it gradually expired .

In the opinion of Dr . 1itchel1,

of the children ' & clinic a t tha college

the

c~tublishment

~as

a service to the community as vcll as ono to increase

17 Frederick ll . Allen, iSJchqthornpy lTith Children
W. lf . tyorton and co. , 1938 ), p. 1 .

( Nell York:

Ther1)Y

\, 18 Virgi nia M. Ax11ne 1 )lay
(New York:
Uougllton f·Uf:Clin 01npany, 19~7 1 pp .• 9 - 1 •
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the effectiveness of the training program in clinical
psychology at the college .

It i·ras his belief that the

best way to learn and to understand the problems of
family relations and human dynamics was to deal with them
directly from personal contacts with the people who had
those particular problems.
Beginning in February 1948 preparation was made to
furnioh the playroom and to provide a desk, chairs, tables ,
and files in the testing room.
graduate student,

~~s

Mrs . Mary Guaris co, a

the clinic secretary for one semester .

t;liss Martha J ordon 1vas the clinlc secretary for the summer
sessions, and Miss Betty Peterson, for the school year of

1948-49 .

The clinic secretary position carried a heavy

responsibility because it demanded the necessity of tak i ng
charge of purchasing , receiving calls and cases, corre s pondence, filing , and various other duties in the offi ce .
The clinic staff consisted of a director, Dr. Wilfred M.
Mitcholl, and eighteen student- clinicians as follmrs:
Mary Aiman, Peggy Bishop , Marian Brimm, Leonard Clark,
Donald Darlington, Donald L . Fong , Stanley Goldman, Ellen
Goodykoontz, Mary Guarisco, Dewey Jones , Martha Jordon,
Norman Kestner, Renee Nevraumont, Robert Patterson, Bett y
Peterson, 1-lilfred Setness, Alan Teichera and Joyce Tripp .
These 'l;· rere the first student- clinicians and a l l were
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psychology s tudents or high junior,
senior, or graduate

standing enrolled in the second semester of the course in
elementary clinical psychology or in advanced clinical
psychology .
On February 18, 1948, the child clinic received
its first case .

Miss Marian Brimm, student - clinician,

interviewed the child, and Miss Ellen Goodykcontz, another
s tudent -clini c ian , intervie1-1ed the child's mother.

On

April 16, 1948, the Stockton Record, the local newspaper,
made the announcement to the public concerning the establishment of the play therapy clinic at the College of the
Pacifi c .

The news article 1 9 read a s follows:

c.

0. P . Develops Child Therapy Clinic
Students, Professors Studying Problems

Children have their problems and because they
are children t hey usua lly need more help than adults
in working out their own emotio~~l and personality
diffi culties .
It is to help children resolve their problems
that the Child Therapy Clinic has been developed
at the College of the Pacifi c .
Under the directi on of a professor of clinical
psychology, Dr. 'Wilfred M. Mitchell , children who
are failing to adjust themselves satisfactorily
to the home, school, and community '\-TOrlds in which
they must live , are given the opportunity to '\-Tork
out their problems in a clinic situation . Children
with unusual fears, children often in trouble at

19 News item in t he Stockton Re cord, April 16, 1948.
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school, and so-call "unmanageabl e children" are
helped in their struggle toward a happier daily
life through the Pacific clinic.
Advanced college students ma j oring in clinical
psychology ,.rot•k as clinicians, their ca ses are
reviewed '\-Titb. the director and his staff, so a
conscientous appraisal of each situation guides
the program in order that they may understand
and aid in the child ' s efforts toward adjustment.
Children from a ges of four to nlneteen are
served by the clinic . Play therapy techniques
are utilized largely for younger a ges, while nond i rective counseling techniques are the more usual
procedure with older children and adolescents .
Child therapy is a n unusual item in college
curriculums . The Pacific programJ embracing both
cli nic training and community service , is among
only a fe'\·T in the West. Specific information
about t he service of the clinic may be obtained
by telephoning the college during regular hours .
There '\·r ere two or three other articles concerning
the children ' s clinic '\.rhich appeared in the local paper,
but ,.,hich have not been included in this chapter .

In

response to these newspaper articles, the genera l public
began to refer cases to t he clinic .

Nine cases were

referred to the clinic by the doctors and pediatricians,
nine by Dr . W. N. Mitchell ( c linic director ) , three by
the County Superintendent of Schools , six by the teachers,
seventeen by the parents, two by the student-clinicians,
six by the speech department at the College of the Pacific,
one by a nurse, one by the County Probation Department,
and there was no record on five cases because they were
a mong the fifteen undeveloped cases o.t' the clinic.

It
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is interesting t o note tha t sevent een of the fifty-four
referrals ,., ere made by the child ' s parents .

This indicates

a recognition of the problem by the parents and the presence of a desire to do something constructive about it .
Once a \veek, the staff met vi th the director for
two hours to discuss cases a nd present the problems.

The

different problems were discussed and a nalyzed to see
which approa ch vras the best according to the principles of
non- directive therapy .

The interviews with the clients

by each of the student-clinicians were re corded immedia tely
following each interview in a verbatim form and a short
summary.

'l'he recorded intervie"rs were turned over weekly

to the director, and he made comments on the recorded interviews and returned them to the student - clinicians during
the next staff conference, and he also b rought out the
problems for discussion and solution .

Each clinician was

responsible for cleaning up the playroom after each intervie'\oT with the ehild-client, and the clinician "ras responsible for making appointments \Ti th his clients according
to the appointment schedule of the testing room and the
playroom.

After making the appointment, the schedule sheet

was signed in order to avoid conflict ¥Tith other clinic ians '
appointments .

The clinician was responsible for arranging

the time for giving of the Stanford-Bi net Intelligence
Scale or Performance test to the child and requesting the
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parents that they obtain a medical examination of the child
with a statement from the doctor to show that the child was
in good health .

The administration of the intelligence

test and the procurement of the medical statement of the
child \·Tere things which were to be done as early as
possible.

The c linician interviewing the parent was also

responsible for collection of fees after each meeting.
Collecting after each meeti ng was deemed preferable to
letting the fees accumulate for the reason that confusion
would thereby be avoided.

The clinician was responsible

for keeping a record of the fees of his clients.

After

collection, the fees were turned over to the clinic
secretary who in turn deposited them '\-Ti th the office of
the college , and a receipt was issued to the clinician
bearing the client ' s name.

The receipt was given to the

client at the next meeting .

At the conclusion of each

staff conference, the recorded interviews were ·turned
over to the clinic secretary who filed them accordtng to
the number of the case in the file cabinet.
are kept strictly confidential

amon~

All the cases

the clinic members.

Matters concerning the cases are not discussed outside
of the clinic conference room.

From time to time , each

of the members would suggest different kinds of toys
\Thich have therapeutic value.

All telephone calls between
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the child ' s parents and the clinician vtere to be summarized and filed in the case record.

It ·Has empb.azied that

these responsibilities to the clients and to the clinic
must be carried out completely if the clinic was to f'unc tion effectively .
Four ki nds of intell igence tests were used in the
clinic. The Stanford Bi net Intelligence Scale 20 '\vas the
one most commonly used.
stract abilities.

I t is a test of verbal and ab-

The Wechsler Belleuve Intelligence

Scale21 was used for adults and adoles cents .

The Grace

Arthur A Point Scale of Perforrmance Tes t22 and the Cornell
Coxe Performance Ability Scale23 were used a s supplementary tests for those who were not able to read and
write, and for clients with foreign language handicaps .
Intelligence tests were used to discover the level of performance of lrhich the client is capable and the types of'
slcill in vrhich he is at hi s best performance .

By knowing

2.0 Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Measuring
I ntelligence (NeH Yorlc: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1937 )

pp . 3 -~· 15.
21 David Wechsler, The Measurement of Adult
Intelligence (Baltimore: Tfie Williams-&\·Trikins Co . ,

f1944) , pp . 3-254.

22 Gra ce Arthur, A Point Scale of Performance Tests
( New York: The Commonwealth Fund , 1943T, pp . 1- 64 .
23 Ethel L. Cornell and Wa rren W. Coxe, A Performance Abili t.Y Scale (New York: vlorld Book Co., 1937+ J,
pp.

1-88.

.
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the types

of proficiencies the individual possesses and

the l evel of his performance, the cl ini cian will have s ome
basis·

'~1 th

'Which to guide his ,.,ork in the clinic and \Ti th

,.,hich to interpret in t he l i ght of pertinent qualitati ve
fac tors .

Of course, some of these cases have unusual

ki nds of probl ems '\ifhich the principles of non-directi ve '
therapy couldn't be applied effe ctively and the studentclinici ans recei ved personal instructions from the dire ctor
in handling these cases.
It

~ms

realized at the clinic that although intelli-

gence tests are val uable as guiding i nstruments, they still
have their l imi tations .

For instance:

'They cannot directly reveal a person ' s capacity
for complex and sistained learnings, cannot directly
reveal capacity for disentangling concepts from complex masses of data, cannot directly reveal capacity
for consistent and considered choices between possible
courses. of acti on, and. they cannot directly reveal
capacity for dealing sensibly and wi sely vri th prac tical problems. They cannot reveal direc t ly a person ' s
capaci ty for controlled and effective methods of work,
cannot directly reveal the depth, strength and subtlety of a person ' s appreciative reactions in ethical,
social, ·o r aesthetic matters, and above all they cannot e ven begin directly to reveal capacity for producing original ideas and constructions--for initiation,
for original sol ut i on of probl ems, for creati ve
endeavor . ••24
l n all cases it '-ra s reques ted that the incoming
child-client be given a medical examination as soon a s

York :

24 James L. Mursell, Psychol o,ical Testing (New
Longmans , Green and Co., 1947 pp . 14-16.
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possible for the purpose of eliminati ng the purely
physical malf unctioning fac t ors which might be cont r i but ing to the problem behavior of the child .
Through suggestions of the clinic group, limited
by what was a vailable in the do1mtown stores, the playroom l-Tas furnished wi th t he following t oys :
Q.uanti t y
l ••..•• . •••. Doll house, completely f urnished
1 • . .•••.•••. TaoJ.e, 48" x 36" ( 18" high )
1 ..•.•.. . ••• Table, 18" x 30 " ( 30" high )
l .•••••••.•• Sandbox , 48" x 75 " ( 12" high)
l •••••.•.•• .de<'l34 " x 44" ( 7" high ) , comple te
with beddings
l . • •••.••• • . St ove with a set of cooking utensils
l •.•••••••• •Teddy bear ( l a rge )
2 ••..•.••.•. Lar ge delis
1 set •.•.•.. Family dolls with detachable limbs
T·uo grandparents, t wo parents
Tvro boys and one girl
l ••••.•.•••• Cradle with a doll
3 ....• . •.•.•Ba by b ottles
2 .•.•.•.•.•. Service s t ations, complete vrith
t we nty- four cars a nd trucks
2 •.•. •.• ••.• Drums
2 ••.•.. . •••. Guita rs
1 . . . . ... . ... Tinkertoy
2 .•.•.•.•.•• Yoyos
2 •••••••.•.• Telephones
2 .•••.••• . •• Airplanes
2 ••••••.•••• Capguns, holster, and bandguards
1 set ••••.•. Tin soldiers
1 se t •••.••• Ti n sailors
1 of each .•• Tra ctor, fire-truck, boat
1 set ••••••• Wooden trains with engine
1 set . • • • . •• Wooden blocks for buildi ng houses
2 sets • . •••. Playskools
3 sets •.• . •. Wooden matching puzzles
1 set ••• .• •. Dishes and silvervrar e
1 set . ••..•• Boxing gloves
1 set ••• . ••• Police outfit , handcuffs , pistol,
night stick and badge
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Q.uantity

\

1 set . • . • . • . Alphabetical blocks
2 sets . •.• . •Wooden sticks for constructing
log cabins
1 set • . • ... . Checkers
1 of each . •. Indian hat, cowboy hat, and
sailor hat
l • ••• . • . • . •. Machine gun
1 set •.•.• .• Paper dolls complete with
"\-Ta.rdrobe
1 of each • . . vlastebasket, bucket, broom, mop
brush, and tovrels
1 • . • ..• •.• . •Easel, complete with paints
(all colors ) and brushes
6 sets . . .••. Coloring books
l . • .• .. . •••• Richmond Educational Spelling
Board
2 Reams . ••.• Drs.vring pape_r ( 16 11 x 24"11 )
2 sets . • . .•• Colored paper ( 8!" x 11 )
2 rolls .•. •. Paper towels
24 jars • • • ••• Bradley •s poster color mixing
paints used for easel painting
and drawing
1 set • .• . • . • Finger paints
2 boxes • •• • •Chalks
8 boxes • • ••• crayons
l ••.••. • • •. . Drawing board
2 boxes • . ••• '\:Ia ter Color paints
l .•. •• • .• . • . Hot water bottle
l • .•. • . •••.• Steam shovel
2 . .. • .•. • . . •Sand shovels
2 • .• . • .•• •.• Sand buckets
l • •. • . •.• . •. Alarm clock
1 box ..•.• • • Rubber ballons (all colors )
The testing room is divided into three sections.

One section is used as a testi ng room "\There the different
ki nds of intelligence tests are administered .

A second

section is used as a library to store psychological
materials such as testing equipment and library books for
the parents to read .

The main section is used as a

consultation room to interview the parents .
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DI AGRAM OF THE TESTI NG ROOM

The problere of fees "ras ad j usted at $1 . 50 per
session .

From Mr . J. Norman Wenger, associate professor

of business administration and executive in the college
business office, the fo l lmring data were gathered .

The

total amount of a ccrued fees from February, 1948 to
February , 1949

~~s

$589 . 50, and of this amount $548 .00

was c ollected in the same peri od .

These figures shm-r

that 92 . 9 per cent of all the accrued fees vere colle cted .
'.rhe total expenditures for the period ·Has $411 . 17 which
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leaves a net income of $136 . 83 for the twelve months
operation of the clinic .
$548.00
411. 17
$136.83

Gross I ncome
Expenditures
Net Income

The purpose of collecting fees 'I is to help defray
the expense of the clinic and to place the clinic on a
non-charitable basis .

During the first year ' s operation

the clinic accepted fifty - nine cases , but fifteen of these
did not develop due to complicating circumstances .

Case No .

No. of Sessions

1
2
2a
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

9
31
18
0
7
9
9
8
10
19
19
0
16
13
11
2
0
3
12
2
9
7
2
0
1
5

{never developed )

( same case as 1 )

(never developed )

(never developed )

Amount Due
$ 13 . 50
46 . 50
27 . 00
0 . 00
10 . 50
13 . 50
13 . 50
12 .00
15 . 00
28 . 50
28 . 50
0.00
214 .oo
19.50
16.50
3 .00
0.00
4. 50
18.00
3 .00
13 . 50
10 . 50
3 .00
0 .00
1 .50
7 . 50
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case No .
-

No. of Sessions

26
27
28
28a
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
42a
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
51!
55
56
57
58
59

3
2
15

--

Amonnt Due
$

18

8
0 ( never developed )
3
0
1
2
19
5
0 ( ne ver developed )

o. oo

1.50
3 . 00
28 . 50
7 . 50
0.00
22 . 50
15 . 00
18 . 00
0.00

~5

10
12
0
0
2
11
0
5
8
6
6
2
0
0
0
4
3
1
0
0
0
0

393

4 . 50
3 . 00
22 . 50
42 . 00
12 . 00
0 . 00
4.50

~ never

developed )
1<1ai ting )

o.oo

3.00
16 . 50
0.00
7 .50
12 . 00

( never developed )

g.oo
g.oo
3 . 00
c.oo

( \Tai ting )
( never deve loped ~
(never devel oped

0.00
0 . 00
6 . 00
4 . 50
1 . 50

o.oo

~ never
never devel
oped l
deve loped

0.00
0.00
0.00

never devel oped
ne ver developed

~589 . 50

\fhile it is a thesis of both Rogers and Axline
that a child can benefit from non-directive play therapy
-rrithout requiring that the parents feeling about the
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child be changed concurrently; nevertheless, Helen L.
W1tmer25 believed that children can best cons olidate their
gains ,.rhen the parents ' feelings about them became more
favorable .

For this reason, the parents were given ·the

opportunity for expression in the clinic .

In contacts

with the parents, the clinicians were directed to use,
as completely as possible , the Rogerian
approach .

non~directive

They vrere requested to explain to the parents

that, as student-clinicians, they eould not advise and
give ans'Yrers regarding the problems existing; but that the
i nterview hour 't.Jas an appointment for the parents to talk
out the various problems of the case.
In addition to the intervie'\·TS, the clinic has used
educational literature to help the parents to adopt a ne't·T
way of thinking 't·Ti th respect to their children .

The

clinic has provided a small l ibrary of reading materials
pertaining to the problems of children.

These books are

signed out through the clinician by t he parent s, and the
books are returned after a reasonable period of time .

Some

of the books that are made available for the parents to
read are as follows:
1 . Rhoda W. Bacmeistet•, Grmdng Together (New York :
D. Appleton-Century Company, I nc. , 1947 )
25 Helen L. \iitmer, Ps:y:chiatric Intervievrs Wlth
Children (Ne't·T York : The Commonwealth Fund, l94~p. 12.
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2.

Dorothy vl . Baruch and Oscar R. Reiss, My Body
and How It Works (New York: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 1934 ) .

3 · A Handbook by the Staff of the Child Study

Association of Ame~ica, Parents • Questions and
Helpful .Answers ( ~~ cw York: Harper and Brotfi'e'rs
Publishers, 1947 ) .

4.

Luella Cole, Attaining MaturitK (New York:
Rinehart and company, lnc., 19 4 ).

5.

w.

6.

Spuregon English and Gerald H. J . Pearson,
Emotional Problems of Livine (New York: V.
Norton and Co . , 191~71.

Allison Davis and Robert J . Havighurst, The
Father or The Man (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co . ,
1947 ) . - - W.

aw}g

Leslie B. Hohman, ~ ~
is Bent ( Net·T Yol'•k:
The Macmillan Company, 19 7 •

8.

J ohn Levy and Ruth Munroe, The Happy Family (Ne1-1
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1948):

g. Margaret
York:

A . Ribb1o, The Rights of Infants ( Nevr
Columbia University PresB; 1943 ) .

10 .

Karl de Schweini tz, Growing !!£ (Net-r York:
r~acmillan Co . , 1947 ) .

11 .

Benjamin Spocl{, The Pocket Book of Baby and Child
·care (New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1947).

12.

Francis B. Strain, New Patterns in Sex Teachin~
(New York: Appleton-Century Crofts:-fnc . , l93 ).

13 .

Edith Hale Swift, Step by Step in Sex Education
( Nell York: The Macmillan Co . , 1948 ).

14 .

Anna w. M. Wolf, The Parents Manual, a guide to the
emoti onal development of young children ( Nevr York:
Simon and Schuster, 1947 ) .

The

This is only a partial list of the many books in
the clinic and i n the college libraries that are useful
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for parent -education purposes .

The writer has selected a

fEn.; of the more fre quently used and recently published
books to indicate the t ypes of literature used in the
clinic to provi de information to the parents .

Some of

the children's problems are caused by parental mismanage ment a nd i gnorance of child gro-vrth and devel opment .

For

this reason, the literature has helped some parents to
gain insight into the parent-child relationship .

\

CHAPTER III
METHODS OF HANDLING THE CASE

The following illustrative case vras extracted from
the files.

It is the writer ' s belief that the b e st '\·r ay

to understand the methods in vhich the cases are being
handled is to carry a case through from its beginning to
1 ts completion .

By thi s approach, the readers can follo'"

the procedure of the clinic operation and can evaluate the
procedure and the clinicians ' handling of the case from
intervie1-1 to interview .
Tho case is true, but the names and various data
which identify the clients have been purposely eliminated
or changed .

The case is carried through in a verbatim

·fashion to shovr the techniques and procedures 'tvhich the
clinicians used a nd hovr accurately they are following the
principles of non-directive therapy .
usually assigned to t1m clinicians .

Each of the cases is
One clinician 1nter-

vie1vS the parent vrhile the other intervim-Ts the child in
the playroom .

Notes are taken during each of the inter-

views b y the c l inicians.

I mmediately follmdng each inter-

view, the clinician 1-1ri tes up the :l.nterview in a verba tim
form.

The vrri ter selected only one case from the f i les ,

but i t is t ypical of all other cases in so far as the
methods of handling the case is concerned .
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lihen a case i s referred to the clinic, the following case blank is filled out and turned over to the clinic
director . During the staff conference , the director makes
out the; case assignment to the clinici ans .

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Case No . 20
Johnny Tanner
Name

Date :

12-18-39

Birthdate

Mr .and Mr s. Robert Tanner
Parent ' s Name
Referred by :

Male

SeX"""

Lafayette
school

2345 s . ElDorado
Address

3-4 -48
3rd
Grade

54321

Tele-p~ho_n_e_

Dr. Wilfred r-1. Mitchell

Hobert Pat ter son and Donald L. Fong (3-10-48 )
Case Assigned to
Prob lem:

J ohnny doesn ' t mind either parent , sulks, and
tall{s back to t hem . He resents being told 1~ha t
to do. He can ' t concentrate for any length of
time . "The world i s all wrong, and he ' s the
only one right."

I ntervi ewing notes obtained by telephoning
Mrs . Tanner .

(C • Clinician

T -

Mrs . Tanner )

C:

This is Mr . Fong from the Play Therapy Clinic at
the College of the Pacific . I understand that you
1-rish to send your son, Johnny, to our clinic .

T:

I certainly do . Johnny is causing us a lot of
headache . He doesn ' t like to be told what to do.
He often talks back to me and my husband. Spanking doesn ' t seem to do him much good . We can ' t
seem to make him mind . During the last eight
months , his behavior has been getting worse . He ' s
always fighting and creating troub le .
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C:

He

T:

Yes , vrhen we tell him one or tuo things, he 1 11
start to yell and run to his own room. This ueek
his grandmother is staying vritll us and she can ' t
make him mind either .

C:

Johnny doesn ' t seem to mind anyone, does he?

T:

He minds tho teacher, aud he likes to go to school,
but he ' s behi nd in his reading . I would like to
get him started in the college clinic .

C:

Would Saturday morning be convenient for you to
bring J ohnny to our clinic?

T:

Yes, that ' ll be fine .

C:

The clinic is located at Owen Hall, upstairs, and
I ' ll see you at 10 o ' clock next Saturday morn:tng .
By the ·w:1y, the clinic t-1ould like to have a sta ·e mcnt of Johnny ' s health from a doctor . Would 1t
be posoible for you to get it within the near
future?

T:

I ' ll take Johnny to the doctor tomorrou . I ' ll be
doing some shopping in town anyway . I ' ll have the
statement for you next Saturday . Thank you for
calling, good-by.

do ~s n • t

behave the way he should?

MEDICAL STATEMENT
J ames J. Heffernan, M.D .
1003 Medico-Dental Building
Stockton, California
t-1arch 12, 1948
Re:

Johnny Tanner
2345 s. El Dorado Street
Stockton, California

TO vlHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
This is to certify that I have this date examined
the above and found him free from any physical defects .
Signed:

James J. Hefferna n, M. D.
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BINET REPORT
C .A. • 8-4
M.A. , 8-6

I . Q. • 102

Birthdate: 12-18-39
Name: J ohnny Tanner
Date of Test: 4-1~48
Sex: Male
Grade: Third
School: Larayette Grammer School Examiner : Don Fong

REFERRAL:
The Revised Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale (Form

L) was administered to Johnny Tanner at the request of

Dr. Wilfred M. Mitchell, psychologist and director of the
play therapy clinic at the College of the Pacific . The
parents reported that Johnny has behavior problems and
that he is ttunmanageable". The director would like to
know what level of performance Johnny is capable of and
whether or not his behavior problems are due to a lo"'·T
intelligence .
TESrr RESULTS:

Johnny passed all the tests at the sixth-year l evel
\thich gave him a basal a ge of six years . He continued to
pass five tests at the seventh-year level, three at the
eighth- year level, two at the ninth-year level, three at
the tenth-year level, one the eleventh-year level, and one
test at the t welfth-year level . He failed all tests at
the thirteenth-year level. His oral vocabulary fell on
the ninth-year level . His reading abilities on memory and
speed \Tere belmv average, but his reading ability on
accuracy was above average. His rote memory was excellent,
but his ability to formulate generalizati ons was below
average. He had the greatest difficulties with the following tests: opposite analogies, verbal absurdities, similarities and di fferences, comprehension, making change, and
probl em s i tua tiona . The Binet test sho\Ted his I .Q. to be
102 .

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS SHOWN I N THE TESTING SITUATION:
The test was given to Johnny in a small testing
room, and the circumstances and surroundings seemed favor able . He was rather friendl y and happy to be tested. His
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willingness to carry on during t he examining period and
his social confidence were normal . His attention and selfconfidence were below average . The subject was rather
quiet aJ.l during the testing per iod , a nd he spoke only
when direct questions were presented. He smiled occasionally and cooperated rather well all through the examing period . He s eemed t o be putting forth his best effort.
CONCLUSION:
In tho opinion of the examiner~ the Stanford-Binet
s cale showed that the subject falls on the fifty- fifth
percentile level . It is bel ieved that t his test :J.s a
va lid test for the reasons that the s ubject was cooperative, that rapport was gained, and that he s eemed to be
p ut t ing forth his best effort . The res ults on t his test
seemed to be a fairly good indication of the boy ' s general
intelligence .
Donal d L. Fong, Examiner .

I

CASE HISTORY
This case history v1as compiled from the intervievrs
\·rith Mrs . Tanner to show the general characteristics of
J ohnny ' s behavior and personality at home and in school .
Johnny vras born on December 18, 1939.
1·7as not sick at all during the pregnancy .

His mother

I n fact, this

period was the happiest time of her life; she -vrasn 1 t
worried or nervous throughout, and generally felt exceptionally well.

The actual birth process itself was

comparatively easy for that of the first child .

• he vrent

to the hospital at ten o ' clock in the evening, and the
baby -vras born at one o 1 clock.

Following the birth, she

1·1as in the hospital for ten days .

Johnny was a bottle-fed

baby, and for the first month, there vras trouble with
feeding until she found the right formula.

After that,

there was no feeding trouble and through to t he present
day he has had a good appetite and will eat everything .
She encountered no trouble when she ueaned him .
first three months, he cried frequent ly.

For the

These spells

usually occurred bet1·reen six and ten o ' c lock at night .
The parents • usual procedure was to let him cry himself
out , but occasionally they would pick him up and soothe
I

him.

1

This 1-ras especially true -vrhen they had company.

sucked his thumb up until the time he went to school.

I

\

He

His toilet training atarted at about one year of
age; but the mother was not too sure of this da te .

Sho

d1d not have a bed-ve tting problem with him, but aomctimes
when he bad a cold, ho vould uot the bed in his
uas not bothered much with constipation.

about seven, he

~~s

l eep .

He

Vlhen he was

t a ken to a specialist for hemorrhoids .

As a. young child ho didn • t play

~ri th

his genitals, and to

tho mother ' s knowledge, he has never masturbated .

Up until

last November he and his sister slept in the same room, and
the parents made no offort to conceal the fact that boys
'fere different from girls .
difforences,

and~1e

knowledge had been acquired in an

a pparently healthy manner .
diseaaos:

Ho was avarc of the sexual

He had the usual childhood

measles, mumps, ehieken- pox, colds, etc.

When he vas four, his s i ster yns born .

During her

second pregnancy, the mother uaa nervou3, tired, and ir-

ritable.

Frequently, she felt i n no mood to eopo v ith

hls domands, and so, would tell him to go outside and play
and

not to bother hot'.

sistcr •o birth.
att ention.

He didn • t kno'' h.ou to tal'e his

Previously, ho had been the center o£

After her birth, she stole the sholl, and ho was

relegated to a back seat.

The mother said that he vas just

crazy about his sister, and shoved her a lot

or

affoction.

They fought occasionally, but not moro t han is usua l among
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siblings.
When the girl is reprimanded by the mother, he takes
her part, and tells his mother to leave her alone .

This

was particularly true i n play situations; however, vrhen
·che girl is scolded at the dinner table, he laughs a t
her .

The girl is the smarter of the two children and

grasps things more quickly tban he does .

Because of this,

she has been held up to him a s an example, and is used as
an instrument to urge him on to a better performan ce , and he
has resonted this .

He doesn ' t have temper-tantrums i n the

true sense of tho word .
his r oom and

~ta y

1·1hen he gets mn.d, he vrill go to

there until someone comes and gets him.

He t a lks in his sleop.

On several occasions when he was

in bed supposedly asleep, he 1-rould call out, "Daddy, come
here quick . " · \'Then his father came, he 1·rould be sound
as leep .

He hasn ' t been afraid of the dark, and the only

fears he has are in connection with doctors and dent:!.sts .
When he goes to the dentist, if he has to

~,rai

t for any

length of time, he becomes extremely nervous and talks
incessantly .

He isn ' t afraid of his father, in fact, he

isn ' t afra ld of any of thoee vrho have charge of him .

His

mother feels tha t much of his bold front is a bluff, an
effort to convince himsel f that he isn ' t afraid .
relations

'\fi

His

th his father are good_, and he shows a grea ter
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attachment for the f ather than for the mother.

His father

lrill t a ke t:bme to play with him and read to him.
A ·~

1... ~. :;:-st ,

school was a little hard for him because

it took him some time to grasp ne1Y ideas.
and gets along very well

no~r .

He likes school ,

His teacher wanted to pueh

him ahead half a grade, but h:is mother wouldn ' t allo;.r
this as she fe 1t that it -vrouldn ' t be good for him .

He

talks very much in school when he should be doing some thing else.

He gets along all right with the children at

school, and with those in his neighborhood.
doesn ' t pla y too long with a ny one person .
.fi ght and create trouble.

However , he
He likes to

He is very active, and -vrhen he

plays outside, he is ahrays yelling , screaming, and making
a grea t deal of noise .

He l ikes to read, vrri te, and color,

and often spends his time writing stories or drawing.

How-

ever, he doesn ' t stay -.. r 1 th any one thing very long, and this
has been a more or less constant pattern .

He pla ys house

occasionally, always taki ng the father ' s part.

Someone

else is the mother, and his little sister is the baby .
I n thi s play, he invariably calls the doctor since the
baby is sick .

He is not a happy child, rather, it seems

that something is bot hering him all the time .
seems to satisfy h i m.

Nothing

When his parent s try to please h im

by taking him some place where he has said he vrould l ike
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to go, when the time arri ves for him to get ready to go,
he changes his mind and says that he '\'rould rather stay
home .

He talks all the time and will

interru~other

people ' s convel'"Sation·, saying anything to attract their
attention.
During the last few years he bas been nervous,
every little thing seems to bother him.

He needs to be

satisfied immediately, and can ' t stand waiting for gratification \d thout becoming upset.

Adults can easily hurt

his feelings > and he cries easily when they do.

He doesn ' t

concentrate on what he is doing; he constantly divides
his att.e ntion between what he is doing and listening to
\·That others are talking about.

Whenever he does anything

wrong, he 'tvill always claim that he doesn ' t care about it,
although his mother believes that he does care but merely
tries to hide it .

When he plays games, etc., winning is of

utmost importance to him, and if he loses, he -vrill sulk .
He goes to a class for religious instruction every week,
and if doesn ' t get a gold star each time , he becomes very
disheartened .
For the last year and a half, he has become increasingly negativistic .

He resents being told what to do .

If

he thinks of it first, then it is all right and he will do
it, but if someone else suggests it, then he is resentful
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and ;.rill reo is t doing 1 t.

lessons fo:r

he

von'~

t.lt~

Be hao ooen t:lk1ng piano

last cno and o

~lf

yenrc , but heP6 too,

aooept any ad.vorse cr1 t1c:lem or euggont1ona from
'!:he· parcnto ' punishment has been to

tho music toachor ..

doprivo him of smnothing he vants OF likes, but thf:y

haven• t punished him !"or nome monthe nmr s i nJe they bavo

found that 1t doean't accompllah anything.
The mother reeently

~nrollcd

hie sister 1n

nu~sery

school and this nccoasl.tatoo her taking ptlrt 3.n tllo
program and 1n nttondiug cla ses .

The ktlovledge she has

gained hel'O has bccm of utmost value in her relations vith

her ovn eh1ldron.

She believes thUt his trouble stnrtod

when the .sistm.• uua born, and nov
pla~1ng

th~y

hrwo stopped dte-

any tavor1t1s-m, and. hnvoe stopped. holding the g1I·:l ' s

porforum.nco up as a atanda!'d .ror his.

uao nble to vork one parent against tho

Previously Johnny
other~

but nou

that bas been stop_ped a1Z!o, and each p:lrent backs the other

in disc1p11n1ng

bi~ .

Last October,

~n

grandmother came

to live \11th the faoi.ly.l and abo 'l.ras quite ntr!ct v:tth him.
She has not a greed u:t tb s erne of tho neuer idea.a about
~a1sing

to him.

children, and ts a constant sourco of irritation
llhon a oituat1on shot1ld 'be <irop.pod, she 1s prone

to keep digging at blm, telling him vha he should do.
Likoli1Sn, sho v1ll still n t tempt \-.o prod. ll1tr on by ustng
the s1ster aa an

oxa~ple .

It must bo added that ohe 1n
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slouly appreciating the parents ' point of viei-r.
The "riter has selec ted three intcrvievrs vri th the
parent and ten intervielrs vri th the child t o show the kinds
of approach the clinician uses in the consultation room.
The follovring interviews, by no means represent the entire
interviei·T record, but they do show h01o1 the clinician uses
the Rogerian techniques and the Axlinian play therapy
techniques.

On March 13, 19lt·8, the

f~irst

intervie'I·T i·ras

carried on in the following manner:
C - Clinici an

T - Mrs . Tanner

C:

Thank you for your promptness in getti ng the
medical statement .

T:

You ' re v1elcome, I hope t hi s will do Johnny some
good .

0:

we vTill try to .help J ohnny to help himself. I
vrould l i ke to l:l.'a.ve some information from you about
Johnny ' s early l'lfe . You may begin at the very
beginning and tell of your feelins about and
understanding of Johnny . I n thi s way, I may be
able to unders tand Johnny a littl e better .

T:

When I carried him, I 'I·Tasn •t sick at all . I ·uas
i n the hospital about 10 days after his birth.
'I'he birth wasn ' t bad, I didn ' t mind it. The
doctor said i t uas comparatively easy for the
first child . I was in the hospital from 10 o ' clock
until 1 o ' clock 'loTi th l abor, although I had had
labor pains during the day .

C:

Mhm, tell me more about him.

'r:

He wa 3 a bottle-fed baby, and fo r the first month
I had trouble finding the right formula . After
that, there Has no feeding trouble .
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C:

There "t·ras no tl~ouble feeding the baby a f ter you
found the r ight r-ormula?

T:

In fac t, I had no trouble weani ng him . During t he
first three months, ho cried frequentl y. Af t er
tttat, he stopped . He usual l y cri ed betvreon 6 and
10 at night . My husband and I frequent l y would
let him cry, but then, too, there we r e time s when
1·Te would pick h i m up and soothe h i m.
Thi s was
true when people woro visi ti ng us.

C:

You followed the procedure in such a way as you
thought would b e best for h i m?

T:

Yes. He sucked his thumb for quite some time-up til the time he went t o school . This occurred
onl y when he went to s l eep, and not during the
day . But he doe s bite his nails, he is quite a
nervous child.

C:

You think perhaps that his thumb sucking and nail
biting may be caused by nervousness?

T:

I think so , I used to bite my nail s '"hen I wa s
nervous a s a child .

C:

Mhm, biting nails is a sign of nervousness.

T:

He has one sister 4 years old . He didn ' t know how
to take her birth--jealous, I suppose. I think
this l-Tas the starting point of Johnny ' s troubles.
I gave all my attention to the new chi ld . I ' M
sorry that we didn't realize this at the time . If
we had then, we could have given him more attention
to help him over the rough spots . The boy is j ust
crazy about the girl, shm;s he:r a lot of attention.
If Jo Ann, my daughter, is scolded, he protects
her by sa ying, 11 Mommy, you should leave her alone. 11

C:

You didn ' t realize then that the giving of more
attention to one child can cause jealousy in the
other? Yes, but J ohnny seems to like Jo Ann a
lot and wants to protect her . This doesn ' t s ound
like j ealousy.

T:

Yes, that ' s why I don ' t understand . He talks i n
his sleep, and sometimes , I don ' t knmr whether he ' s
talking in his sleep or having a nightmare . Some-

...

~
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times he would call out, uDaddy, come quick. "
his father gets there, he would be sound
asleep .

~Then

C:

There seems to be things you don ' t understand why
he does (paused ) perhaps something may be troubling
him .

T:

No, he is a healthy boy . Even as a little baby,
he was very good about wetting his bed, he never
gave any trouble . Sometimes when he had a cold,
he would wet the bed in his sleep, but not very
often . He has not been bothered much with constipation, very seldom doos he have to take medicine
for that . About a year and a half ago, he ·Has
bothered "'i th hemorrhoids, and '\illS taken to a
specialist in San Francisco . He does like to get
out and play in the dirt.

C:

Physically, Johnny is very healthy except for the
hemorrhoids?

T:

I think so. I think sexually he is all right too .
He has never played wi th his genitals to my knowledge . My husband and I have never given him any
formal information on sex . Up until last November,
he and his sister slept in the same room and no
effort was made to conceal the fact that boys
were dif'ferent from girls . I 1m sure he is a1vare
of the sexual differences.

C:

Physically and sexually, he is all right?
have any emotional problems?

T:

He likes to fight and create trouble, e specially
when I ' m not around . Some times he puts up a big
front , but I think that ' s just a bluff. He isn ' t
afraid of the dark and I don 1 t kno1-r of anything
that he is afraid of. If he is, he doesn ' t show
it . Hm·rever, when he is t aken to the dentist,
and '\>Te have to wait, he begins to talk a lot. I
believe that ' s j ust a front to cc·.·er his anxiety
about 1-rhat the dentist might do that would hurt
him .

C:

You believe that Johnny does have anxieties but
that he t ries very hard to cover them up?

Does he
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T:

He i ,s n ' t afraid of his father . In fact, he isn ' t
afraid of anyone until it ' s time for him to be
punished and then he get_s mad . The things that
frustrate him depend upon his moods . I f he ' s in
a bad mood, then everything upsets him .

C:

Mhm, his moods fluctuate a lot . You have to catch
him in a good mood before you can get any cooperation from him?

T:

That ' s just about it . He likes to read, write,
color, and do things of that sort . He ' s always
writing a story about something. He doesn ' t
stick with one thing very long, and this ha s been
a more or less constant pattern of behavior .

C:

He likes to do a ll different kinds of things.
has a wide variety of interests .

T:

He plays house quite frequently, always playing the
father's part with someone else the mother, and his
little sister is the baby . He is invariably calling the doctor in his play because the baby is sick.

C:

Hmm. (Paused )

T:

The last few years, he has been nervous--everj
little thing seems to bother him and he gets quite
concerned about it . He needs to be satisfied
immediately and can ' t seem to stand to have to
'\oTai t for gratification. For example, when we are
going some place , he will ask ho'" much longer it
will take to get there, then remark that we have
been gone so many minutes, etc . , and then, a few
minutes later he '\oTill start the same thing all over
a ga i n .

C:

He doesn ' t like to wait, does he?

T:

I should say not ! He ha s a temper too. When he
gets mad, be will go up to his room and ,.,on 1 t come
dm·rn until someone comes and gets him .

C:

I have learned much about Johnny ' s behavior, but
it 's time for J ohnny to be coming out of the play·
room . Would it be all right to make this a regular
meeting every Saturday at the same time?

He

T:

That will be fine.
good-by.

There ' s Johnny now; "1-Tell,

SECOND I NTERVIEW:
C:

Good morning, Mrs. Tanner. Last time we were talking about J ohnny ' s temper--how he gets mad a nd runs
to his room.

T:

Yes, I remember . He really doesn ' t have temper
tantrums; he gets moody but doesn ' t go to extremes .
vrhen he gets moody, I just don ' t pay any attention
to him. The more attention I give to h~ ti1e worst
he gets . When Jo Ann gets mad, she will lie down
on the floor and kick and scream> but when J ohnny
gets mad, be j ust say, "I don ' t care, you can do
\That you "'oTant . " Then he goes away . After it ' s
ovor, he just doesn ' t say anything unless the
sub ject is brought up again, and then sometimes
he \Till get mad and sometimes not.

C:

His temper is not as bad as Jo Ann ' s?

T:

That ' s right. He doesn' t seom to get mad in school .
Apparent ly, he gets a1ocg very well there . He has
a little trouble v i t h his reading though . His
teacher wanted to push him ahead half a grade , but
I wouldn' t let her because I felt that it woul d
not be good f or him . The teacher says he does
t a llc a l ot in school "'·rhen he i s supposed to be
doing something else . I n fact, he talks all the
t ime a nd vr.lll interrupt other people ' s conversation . He wi ll say anything to attract their
attention.

C:

So he likes to have a lot of attention and to gain
this attention he would even interrupt ot her
people 's conversation .

T:

( Pause ) He has a unnderful appetite and is ve ry
active too . Sometimes , he will run up and dm<Tn the
stairs until he gets ·Horn out and then will sit
dovm. Outside, he is alway s yelling, screami ng,
and making plenty of noise . But he never seems
very happy, rather it seems like somethi ng is
bothering him all the time .
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C:

Mhm, something is not running so well in his life .

•r:

Nothing seems to satisfy him. When we try to
please him by t a king him places '\-There he has said
he would like to go, and ,.,hen 1 t ' s time for him
to get ready to go, he will say that he doesn 't
want to go. He doesn ' t concentrate on what he is
doing; he always has one ear on what others are
saying, he doesn ' t want to miss anything. When
he does something wrong, he will always say that
he doesn ' t care, b ut I think deep down he does
care. v!hen I tell him to do something that
doesn ' t have to be done, then if he refuses, I
just let him go b ut when it concerns something
that has to be dono, such as practicing his piano,
he might protest, but I will make him do it, even
i f I have to talce him over to the piano myself.

C:

He ' s not an easy person to please, is he?

T:

He ' s get ting worse, and his negativism has been
more pronounced in the last year and a half . He
resents being told what t o do. I f he thinks of it
first , it is all ri ght, but if someone else suggests
it, then he resents it .

D:

Do you have any idea "'hat may have contributed to
his negativistic behavior?

T:

It • s hard to say. rlhen I was carrying him
(pregnant ) I 't-ras very happy . I di dn ' t have any
sickness, '\orasn • t nervous, and generally felt
exceptionally well. When I was carrying my second
child , I was nervous, tired , etc., and when Johnny
would come i n and ask for something, I "'ould tell
him to go outside and play and not to bother me . I
think I ' m rather nervous and easily upset at times,
and perhaps Johnny got some of that from me . Before
Jo Ann was born , Johnny had a lot of attention from
aunts and grandparents. When the newcomer arrived,
she s ort of stole the sho"' from him.

C:

You thiruc that s ome of Johnn' ' s nervousness may
have been gotten from you, and that perhaps he was
neglected some'\-Tha. t after J o Ann was born?

T:

I think so. I realize the mistake no"'. My husband
and I are not displaying any favoritism toward
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either child now. It one gets something~ the other
does lik,nrise . BUt Johnny being the older, he gets
to do somethings that Jo Ann does not and this
irritates her .
C:

Yes, favori t1sm to either child is not good
practice . (pause ) I see JoAnn gets angry when
she is not able to do the things that her brother
does .

T:

Grandmcther is very strict with him, and he reacts
to her just as he does to me and my husband . She
oame to 11ve l'Ti th the family last October after the
death of her husband, and now she spends hours with
the children amusing them. She doesn ' t agree with
some of the run·r idea::~ about raising children, but
is coming around, I think.

C:

You are not sure whether Johnny ' s grandmother 't-rill
agree with the modern methods of raising children,
but you think that she is coming around to them?

T:

Sometimes when a topic should be dropped and not
discussed lTi th the child any further, grandmother
just keeps digging at him and telling him what he
should do. This, of course, just irritates him
all the more. It doesn ' t do any good to keep telling him vhat to do . Harping on things just won ' t
do any good . vle used to punish him uith a stick
but ve stopped that because it didn ' t do any good .
\ITc now deprive him of' something he really wants or
likes- -tnat doesn ' t work either .

C:

You seem to havo a lot of difficulty disciplining
him.

T:

You can say that again .

C:

You got '~ise to his method of getting out of
puni_shmen t .

T:

I suppose we all try to get out of' punishment at
one time or another. His relationship tri th his
father is very good, they play togetherJ and his

Hc •s · smart too . ,He used
to work my husband against me and me against my
husband . We got wise to him. Now, when one of
us disciplines him, the other one lets the first
go ahead with it . We back each other up .
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f a ther reads to him: etc . He shows greater attachment to h i s father than myself, but I think that
is normal for boys .
C:

I t ' s time to quit because J ohnny is outside the
hall no,·T.

T:

I won ' t be able t o come during the next few weeks,
but I will send Johnny here on a b us .

C:

All right , I will call you in a fe,·T ,.,eeks t o
arrange f or another meeting if you like.

T:

'I'll? t '\>Till be fine .

C:

By the way, since you are not coming during the
next fevr weeks, I have a book that I think you
'-till en j oy. (Emotional Problems of Living Qr.
English and Pearson)

T:

Homework?

THIRD INTERVIEVT:

( jokingly )

Thank you .

( Four weeks after second i nterview )

T:

I ' m returning your book . I certainly got quite a
bi t out of it . J ohnny has shovn some improvement
since coming to the clinic. He doesn ' t fly off
the handle as qui ckly as before . But he s till
does a lot of things he d id b efore .

C:

Since coming to the clinic, J ohn ha s been behaving
better?

T:

His piano practici ng is much better b ut i f he is
cor rected too many times , then he vTill be still
sore f or avrhile . He is not s o much concerned a s
be fore about being r ight . For example, if he
doesn ' t do too well i n a test, he still says that
he doesn ' t care, but will only say it once then
forget about i t . His concern isn ' t as lasting
as before .

a: He 1 s not so s tubborn about bei ng right a s he was
before?

T:

Much of his behavior can be attri buted to me and
my husba nd .
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C:

You think you may have had something to do ·Hith
J ohn ' s behavior?

T:

Prev iously , my husband and I had set higher
standards t han he was capable of achieving. Now
we are coming down to his leve l - -C average i n
sch0o! . However, ~e sti ll dri l l him a l ot on his
arithmeti c when he bri ngs home poor marks. We nre
still pretty much concerned over his progress . I
remember one paper he brought home with all the
f i r st numbers correct but the last numbers were a ll
ioTrong so my husband and I both drilled him.

C:

You think you were setting a standard too high for
him and that may have caused his present behavi or .
You tried to change that and still you want h im to
have bett er marks in school .

T:

\-Te lo'\orered our standard for him and yet we still
~mnt him to be up there.
Some times I don ' t understand why parents do t he things that they do.

C:

The whol e thing doesn't sound right .

T:

Oh, another thing, we used to hold our daughter up
a s a standard to him. I realize no,., that it can
be very damaging to him . However, his grandmother
still does it.

C:

Mhm .

T:

I feel that now I can sit down and talk with him
sometimes and ge t him to s ee the point a nd pos sib ly
change his behavior. Before, he didn ' t want to
listen, he ' d just walk away .

C:

John is more manageable now?
his latest behavior.

T:

Well, he ' s interested in ball ga mes, and his
f a ther ¥Till play ball vri th him i n t he evenings.
His f a t her works a ll day and plays vri h him in the
eveni ngs . John likes very much to do things wit h
his father . I think he ' s good to his sister now .
J ust the other day , when I punished JoA nn , he
tried to · protect her . However, that depends upon
-vrhat I scold her f or. Last night, I scolded Jo
Ann at the dinner tab le and he laughed at her . I

Tell me more about
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think 're get more trouble at the di nner table tha n
anywhere else.
C:

Things can get pretty difficult running a home .

T:

Yes , there ' s always something happening . He plays
docto r and nurses very often. I can ' t imagine vrhy
he ' s so afraid of doctors. I don ' t remember any
excessively painful episodes "'i th doc t ors . I n
f act, he didn ' t compla i n when he had his tonsils
out.

C:

It's t ime to stop now. Perhaps we can have another
meeting, if you '.rould like to.
r ·

T:

I ' m '\vorking now and I vron ' t be able to make these
meetings as often as I '\vant to.

NON-DIRECTIVE:
Non-Directi ve Lead • . •
Acceptance
. . . • . •
Clarifi cation of Feeling
Restatement of Content .
Interpretation •
. .
Structuring. • . . • • .
Agreement.
• • . • .

.
•
• . •
. • . .
. . • • • .
.
• . • • • •
•
.

..

Percentage
12

18
14
24

8
2

8

DIRECTIVE:
Direct Questioni ng . .
Sugges ting . •
• . .
Advising . . • • • . • . .
Reassurance . . • . .

6
0
0
0
l OG%
I

r===:

PERCENTAGES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF STATEMENTS ~ffiDE BY THE
STUDENT-CLINICIAN IN THE THREE INTERVII!.'WS WITH THE PARENT
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In the study of the p recedi ng three intervie'\·TS with
Mrs. Ta nner, the writer found that this clinician adhered
to the Rogerian non-dir ective a pproach rather closely.

In

the analysis on page 50, the clinician ' s statements for
the three interviews consisted of

94%

non-directive and

6% directi ve. The various kinds of non-directi ve state ments which the clinicia n used during the interviews i n no
way gave direction to t he the rapy process except tha t they
a re directed tO'\vard t he

ach ieve~nt

independence of the client .
"client-centered . 11

of the int egration and

The non-directive method is

Six per cent of the total statements

were dir ective in nature '\orhich fa c t means that ff/o of the
time during t he

interv iews~

the clinici a n a ssumed control

of the situation by directly questi oning the client.

Only

i n ca s es where di r ect ive methods are used does the clinician a ssume control of the therapy si tua ti.on.
By follmring the non - directive me t hod closely, it
i s clear that rapport '\vas ga ined with Mrs . Tanner because
she vTas very much at ease and · spoke f r eely or · the prob lems
a t home and of the children .
During the second interview, the clinician l oaned
the cl ient a book entitl ed "Emotional Prob l ems of Li ving"
by English and Pearson .

Upon her return to the clinic,

Mrs . Tanner e xpresced th.a t she found t .'-.: book interesting
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and helpful, and that her son, Johnny had improved and
whi ch f a ct indicated that the tension between the parents
and the child was being a llevia ted.

The clini cian did

not recommend more than one book or one set of selected
readings from the various sources because it was not
necessary in this case.

The problem was adequately

covered by t he book ' s chapters dealing with the general
mlsunderstanding on the part of the parents toward the
child ' s needs and of sibling rivalry .
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FIRST INTERVIIDf WITH THE CHILD:
The clinician met the mother and the boy in the
hall and introduced himself.

Then the boy and the clini-

ci an went directly to the playroom while the mother waited
for the other clincian .
C - Clinician

J

= J ohnny

C:

John, this is going to be your hour, and you can do
anything you want to in here. ( John went over to
the table and immediately began to play with the
clay.)

J·:

I' m going to play with the clay; it ' s hard to break.

C:

You feel that the cl ay is hard to break?

J:

At school we have some clay, but ' s only one color.

C:

You have clay at school, but it ' s only one color,
and you like the many colored kind better?

J:

Yes, ---what are you writ ing dOlvn?

C:

I'm writing some notes .

J:

To whom?

C:

To Me .

J:

I have a big b oat at home, something like a submarine, only \Then I 1 M in school, my s i ster snatches
it . uhe breaks my things.

C:

She breaks your things while you are at school?

J:

Yep, I hope she gets a s panking.

c: You "tvant her to get caught and get

a

spanking .

Where are the crayons, I want to color .

J:

Yep .

C:

Here they are .
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J:

\/ant to know what I ' m drawing? I 1 m drawing a
tree and a garage with a fire engine.

C:

You 1 re dra:uing a tree, and a garage with a fire
engine?

J:

I' m gonna drav b ig apples in the t ree .
red , juicy apples .

I like big,

C:

You like b ig, red, juicy apples?

J:

This is gonna to be a t·H·o- car garage . The firemen
sleep upstairs a m the truck waits for them, and
they come dovm the pole when they arc in a hurry.
( He goes on and draws an old-time fire engine .)
See, I' m gonna put a man here ( on the back ) and
here . Sometimes, a man sits up on top in the back
and steers the back end . The Easter Bunny is coming
soon . I don ' t believe in Easter Bunny or Santa
Claus, do you?

C:

You want t o know if I believe in the Easter Bunny
or ~ a nta Claus?

J:

Yes, do you?

C:

Well, many marvelous things do happen, you know .
( The clinician vras somewhat at a loss to ansvrer
this question and was afraid that this response
vras very poor . J ohn seemed very impatient for an
answer to his ques t ion .)

J:

I don ' t believe in them .

I don ' t believe in the
fairy that puts things under your pillow uhen you
put a tooth under there either . Mommy and dad
are Santa Cla us, and the Easter Bunny, and the
Fairies .

C:

You believe t hat your mother and f a ther are Santa
Claus , Easter Bunny, and the good Fa iries?

J:

Yep . I know it ! One night I put my tooth under my
pillow and then just pretended to be asleep uhen my
mommy came in and took it out and put something in
i~s place ,
Do you kno1.r what my name is?

C:

You want to know if I know your name?

I

'
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My name is Johnny Tanner. (He writes his name on
the board. Then he sees the nursing bottle on
the table . He picks it up and asks 1vhat it is ).
C:

A baby bottle .

(This was a poor response by
the Clinician. Wh~n he heard the word baby he
seemed to be a little hesitant ab out putting it i n
hi s mouth . I t was evident that the word baby
caused him t o inhi bit his response .)

J:

What are these things in there?

C:

They are j ust air bubbles .

J:

(He hesitates for a minute a s if he is undecided
'\fhether to put it in his mouth or not . Evidently
he doesn ' t feel tha t the situation i s quite permissive enough to do it, so he goes over to the
doll bed and sticks the nipple in the mouth of
one of the dolls . He puts water in the doll ' s eyes
and ~cks the
nipple in the mouth of one of the
11
dol ls .)
"There does the 1va ter come out? 11 (Ho
answers himself by pulling up the doll ' s dress
and feels her pants . He looks up at the clinician
and grins , and then takes the nipple off tm
bottle . \ After fumbling w1 th in for a fe\oT seconds
in which he can ' t get it back on, he puts it down,
and then comes over to see what the clinician bas
written dol·m . Then he launches into a torrent of
talk which the clinician didn ' t get to record,
and then says , "You couldn ' t take it all down,
could you? " )

C:

Yo u feel that I didn ' t take down all that you said?
(John goes over to th~ easel and kicks the balloon. )

J:

I drevr an Easter scene at school .

C:

You have dravm an Easter scene at school?

J:

Yep . ( Then he goes over to the shelves and
searches around, looking at t he various toys .) I'll
play vTi th sotll3 thing . Don 1t care where they go.

C:

You ' re going to play with something, and you don ' t
care ¥There they go? (He plays vri th the cars for
awhile and then sees the block houses .)

Is it clean?

The bottle i s clean.
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J:

I wanted to play 1-ritl these before but the lady
wouldn ' t let me. Mom said that I had to go.

C:

You wanted to stay and play with the blocks last
time, but you weren ' t allowed to?

J:

Yep. Today I can stay a nd play. I like to play 1·Tith
the sand box and I'm going to take my shoes of:f.

C:

You're taking your shoes of:f .

J:

Yep. I take my shoes off . 'fuen my feet get full
of sand and dirt ~~en my mother won ' t let me come
in the house.
I

C:

When your feet are sandy, then your mother won 't let
you in the house?

J:

I go to church every day .

C:

You go to church every day?

J:

Do you go to church?

C:

Sometimes , (John plays some more in the sand, and
then gets the b lock houses and brings them baclc
to the sand box . He makes a number of houses in
the middle of the box .)

J:

The bad people live here ( m.!.ddle house ~J ), a nn
are selfish . I have . to live over
. there .

C:

The bad people live there, and you have to live over
there by yourself?

J:

(He takes the boat a nd destroys the bad people ' s
houses .) There, take tbat, and that, and that !!
Nm.r they are a ll dead!

C:

Bad people are all dead .
now .

J:

Why?

C:

Someone else is going to use the room no,., .

~-.hey

It's t i me for you to go
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There are three times in this interviei·T -vrhere the
clinician ' s responses ioJ"ere i nadequate .

The first i·Tas when

the boy asked about the clinician ' s belief in Santa Claus .
A further recognition of the feeling i nvolved would have
been more appropriate .

Something lilce, "You really vTould

like to know i·rha t I think , wouldn 1 t you? 11 might have been
the better response .

The second was when t he boy asked ,.,hat

the nursing bottle was .

The clinician ' s response,

11

a baby

bottle 11 , vras the vrorst thing that could have been said
because the word "baby" seemed to provide the stimulus to
w.ake the boy shy away from the bottle.

Perhaps he had

been told many times at home to stop acting like a baby.
In the future, t he clinician will have to be on his toes
to annul the attitude already established, and this must
be done in a subtle and natura l way .

The third was in

not being specific enough and no t calming the boy 1 s fears
about the note taking .

Throughout the entire hour, the fact

that t:b..e clinician vras taking notes seemed to bother him .
This situation should be structuralized by telling him
that the notes ai•e for the clinician 1 s own use and f or
no other purpose.
\

SECOND INTERVIEW WITH THE CHILD:
J:

My sister is home in bed.

She has a cold .

C:

Your sister is in bed ·Hith a cold?
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J:

Yeah. ( Then he struggleo with the hammer block,
trying t o get a ll the pegs out of it . While still
pla ying '\fi th the hammer board, he asks, "Did you
keep your promise not to show t he notes to anyone? 11 )

C:

You want to know if I kept my promise to you?

J:

I ' m not afraid of anything . Yesterday I got pushed
into the mud, but I didn ' t get afraid . A dog
pushed me . Sometimes dogs chase me but they don ' t
bark or bite . It ' s silly to get afraid .

C:

You feel that it ' s silly to get afraid?

J:

Yeah. ( still pounding the blocks ) I s there any
writing paper in this room? I guess they don ' t
,.rant us children to vri te . (The room had not been
furnished with '\-Tri ting paper as yet .)

C:

There ' s no plain, white writing paper, hov about the
other paper?

J:

No. (A ll during this time he kept up a running
commentary of talk, "''rhi ch l-ras not wr:t tten do~m or
refl ected because he talked so rapidly that there
wasn ' t time to reflect h i s feelings .) Oh boy, t h is
machine gun is good . ( He polnted the gun at ·the
blackboard to see what the sparks would do ) I t
does it here , but the gun '\VOn ' t do it in the sand .
(Spa11ks ) \

C:

It won ' t spark in the sand .

J:

'h'hy are you '\orri ting down all those things ? Why
don ' t you tell me what I uant to knmoT .

C:

You really ~-Tant to knovr ,., h¥ I ' m writi ng do,·m all
these things, don ' t you? (He did not respond, but
he poked the gun in the sa nd ) John, if you poke the
gun in the sand, it will get sand i n it and it \Till
not work . (This was a very poor respons e on the
part of the clinician. It viola tes the play t herapy
principles .)

J:

Roy Rogers wears these ( wrist guards ) , a nd he has
two big gu ns ~ and he really fights for his side .

C:

Roy Rogers can really fight for his side?
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J:

Yeah. (Then he sees the little bottle, sticks it
in his mouth .) There ' s no wator i n it. (He then
took the l arger bottle and fi lls the smaller one .
He sucks on it. ) Tha t ' s good .

C:

That feels pretty good , doesn ' t it?

J·:

(He shakes his head, and then goes over to a doll,
and tries to get the doll to t ake the bottle . )
Doll, uhy don't you take it? {He puts the nipple in
the baby ' s mouth . ) ( Pause ) The wa ter is all gone .
(He takes the doll over to the sand and tries to
shalce the "\>!ater out of her . ) She has to go pee, p ee.

C:

The doll has to go pee, pee . ( John tries to fill
a hole in her back 1-rith water, o.nd he makes a mess
on the table. )

J:

Uhenever there is
my sister.

C:

You get blamed for messes made at home and not yow
sister?

J:

Yep .

C:

You "\Y8.nt to finger paint?

J:

Yes, may I?

C:

Yes, you may .

J:

I don ' t mind getting my hands dirty?

C:

You don ' t care if you get your hands dirty?

J:

You never tell me anything . Othors tell me uhat to
do , but you never tell mo anything.

C:

You feel t hat I never tell you any thing?

J:

I ' m drawing a church. The windows are all different
colors. I don ' t believe in the Easter Bunny . I
peeked into the Easter gifts when nobody 'Has looking,
and my mother and father are the Easter Bunny .

C:

You fe el that the Faster Bunny is your mother and
f ather?

a

mess at home, they blame

me

not

I ' d like to finger pa int .

( This was a very poor response .)
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J:

I lm oi·T it .

I s i t time for me to go?

C:

You have ten more minutes.

J:

What are you writi ng?

C:

You certainly do '-rant to know ,.,hat I ' m writing.

J:

I 1 m going to find out exactly '\-That you are writing .
( He picks up the r ubber kni fe and starts over
toward the clinician, holding t he knife as i f he

\tere going to run the clinician through . )

C:

You are going to find 9ut ~hat I ' m ivri ting . (He
came over and looked at the notes. He could read
some o~ it, and the ciinician just let h im i·Ti thout saying a '\orord .)

J:

My sister has about twenty dollars; she bas quite

a bit of money.

C:

Your sis ter has quite a sum of money?

J:

She does , and I ' d like to steal it from her.

C:

You woul d like to steal it fr om her?

J:

I can write ball but not baso .

C:

You can wri t e some vords easy, but not the hard
ones ?

J:

When I don ' t get my s pelling, dad a li-rays make me
stop pla ying and do spelling before supper . That ' s
no .fun.

C:

You don ' t think it is much f un to have to stop
playing and do spelling . It ' s t i me to go. Next
\reek '\-Till be Easter Vacati on , if you i·Ti sh to come,
I io7ill be here .

J:

I don ' t think so, Mama said 1-re have to go to church
t o make confession.
The major error in this intcrvie"Vr iva s changing from

non -di rective to d i rective

techni qu~

when the clinician told
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the boy that if he poked the gun i n the sa nd he vould
break it .

The clinician should ansvrer or

resf-~nd

to

questions asking permission by saying, "You can do anything here you want."

"You may do this or do that" is

an expression of au tnori ty .

'l 'he clini cian should a nswer

a direet question with a direct answer rather than reflecting feeling26 and then follovring 'With the ans'1er.

- - ---A:gain~e clinician nnea to structuraltze the situation
on note t aking .

J ohn probably realizes that he had been

a ggressive and had exhibited hostility, and he feels a
l~ttle

to

guilty over it .

knO'\·T

That was the reason why he vmnted

what was being written, and it got so that he

wanted to threaten the clinician with a rubber knife .

He

expressed the feeling that the clinician never tells him
anything to do.

It migh-t be inferred from this that he

doesn ' t quite know how to take a situation in whi ch he is
not told what to do .

He appears to want to be agg ress ive

vrere he to be denied something , but since he is f'!'ee to
do as he pleases, he oan •t very '\>Tell revolt against
authority .

Even so , he makes the attempt , -vrhen seelcing

to enforce his demand b y means of the knife, to see 'lvha t is
being 1n>i tten .
situation .

Perhaps he is testing the limits of the

His ho.stility againsthis sister came out in

26 Axline,

£E·

cit . , p . 99 .
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t'-ro

different forms .

First, his sister messes things up,

and he gets blamed for it .

Secondly, his sister has some-

thing vrhich he would like to steal from her .
THIRD I NTERVIE'.f WITH THE CHI LD :
J:

I' m going to make some puzzles, and they are
easy.

C:

The puzzles are easy for you?

J:

People don ' t put things away liko they
I get angry vrhen they don ' t .

C:

People who don ' t ~ut things away like they should
make you angry? {John vrorks on the puzzles,
talking to himself, spelling out the letters on the
puzzles . He spells the word, tiger . Then he
spells another. )

J:

\~hat

C:

Yes, it ' s a lion .

J:

What ' s the matt er vrith that puzzle?

.•

sho~ ld

and

• s this, a lion?

That one is all there, but there is something vrrong
\i'ith i t .

J : (He finishes another)

That one ' s all there.

C:

The puzzles are all completed.

J:

When people put things a way, they ought to put them
a'~ay right, not bong , bong, bong, and any place .

C:

You think people ought to put things R'I·Tay right?

J:

There, I ' m g oing to finish the bear puzzle.

C:

YoUTe going to finish the bear?

J:

One piece is missing.

C:

There is one piece missing.
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J:

I don ' t care; I didn't lose it .

C:

You don ' t care if there is a piece missing, you
didn ' t lose it. (John puts the puzzles away on
the shelf, then piles the blocl<:s on the shelf,
cleaning i t up .) You like to arrange things neatly.

J:

Uh, huh. I don ' t care hovr things are, just so they
are neat.

C:

You don ' t care ho1·r things are just so they are neat .
You like to straighten things up .

J:

I don ' t l ike to play vrith things unless they are
neat .

C:

You like to play with neat things?

J:

(The shelves l ook very neatly arranged .)
looks better .

C:

You believe that everything should be in its
proper place?

J:

I ' ll put these bottles where ti1ey belong . The doll
house is messed up too . (He finishe s arranging t he
doll house, and goes over to the table and pulls the
drawer out .) I 1-ronder what ' s in here . Last time ,
I askod you things you wouldn ' t tell me .

C:

You feel that I '\ron •t tell you anything?

J:

Is it time for me t o go?

C:

You have fifteen more minutes .

J:

I' m goi ng to draw the Easter Bunny coming while I' m
asleep .

C:

You are drawing t he Easter Bunny coming while you ' re
asleep .

J:

Here ' s me in bed; my sister is up at this end.
I don ' t know how to draw beds.

C:

You don ' t feel that you can draw beds?

NO'\·T

it

Aw,
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J:

(Ho turns the paper over and draws a house and
garage . Outside the garage , he draws the Easter
Bunny .) There ' s the Easter Bunny, just as happy
as he can be . Oh boy, there are some crayons .

C:

You really like crayons?

J:

You ' re not kidding . Bed-time is 8 o ' clock but
Easter Bunny doesn ' t come that early, he comes
when 1ve are asleep .

C:

Easter Bunny comes wlwn everyone is asleep?

J:

I 1 m going to take this one home '\-Tith me, not gonna
lose it .

C:

You are going to take this one home with you, and
you aren ' t going t o lose it?

J:

vfuen I get home I'm going to make Easter Eggs. My
mom bas the vTa ter toiling no1·r. I •m going to make
six only . We never eat them anyho"T.

C:

You ' re going to make only six eggs because you don ' t
want to waste them .
The cl inician did not make any grievous errors ln

this interview, but he s till answered direct questi0ns with
a reflection of feelings .

Such response is poor technique .

The f'act that Johnny said that the Easter Bunny is j ust as
happy a s he can b e might be
O'\oTn

inner feelings .

~aken

as a reflection of his

The fact that he di(1• not ques tion the

clinician about the Easter Bunny might be because he has
come to some conclusion himself about it and is going to
accept it a s true .

lie desires neatness, and he l i kes to

have things in their place .
shown such feelings .

This is the first time he has

He seemed to enjoy cleaning and

straightening things up, and yet , at the same time, there

a ppeared to be no compulsiveness about 1 t .

Hmvever, his

denunciation or people who don ' t put things away right
might be an a ggression directed a gainst his younger sister
who messes u p his playthings.

FOURTH INTERVIEW WITH THE CHILD:
J:

(He starts to paint ) I don ' t care if I get my
hands covered ¥Tith paint .

C:

You don ' t care if you get paint on your hands?

J:

Yeah , only I don 1 t ahmys get to paint in school .
What are you writing down? Who told you to write
things down? Why are you doing it?

C:

You are wondering aga i n vhy I am vriting things
down?

J:

Yeah, tell me . You never tell me anything . You
malce mistakes . I n school "'loThen I make a mistake, I
erase it and change it, and the teacher never knows .
She g ives me one hundred .

C:

You feel that I make mistakes in writing this dovm .
\·l hen you make a mistake , you erase i t and the teacher
doesn ' t lmow it, and she gives you a hundred .

J:

(He brings the paint brushes over to the table and
washes them.) I need some water to wash these.

C:

You want some water to wash the paint brushes?

J:

Yeah .

C:

Yes, there are some girls that come .

J:

(He takes the paint brushes back to the naint stand
and starts to paint again. The paint runs and it
annoys him . Then he spills paint on the floor . He
gets a cloth and immediately "'l·tipes it up .) That ' s
all right, I ' ll wipe it up . ,I.f you wipe now, it
vrill dry quick .

Do girls come here?
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C:

If you wipe it right a'\·TaY, it will dry quick .

J:

Yeah . I ' ve spilled paints in my room, but they
cleaned it up right away. I got paint on my hands.
Can I go uash the paint off my hands? ( The
clinician t a kes him to the lavatory and he '\-rashes
his hands. After he returned to the playroom, he
said that he wants to take the picture home. )

C:

You like to take the pioture home this t ime?

J:

(He starts to kick the ballon, and he sees qui te

a few toys scattered about in the sand. ) Why don ' t

put things back like they should? I cleaned
this place up l ast week, and people didn ' t put
things back.

peopl~

C:

You don ' t like it when people don ' t put things
back where they should be .

J:

(He goes over to the shelves and straighten things
up. )

C:

You like to keep things neatly .

J:

I do, but my s ister doesn ' t . She ' s in bed now,
sick 1·rith a flu; but when she gets up, she ' ll do
it . (He starts to sweep the floor .) How do you
like my streeping?

C:

Your sis ter is sick with the flu, but '\·Then she gets
up, she ' ll scatter things all over . You really
want to know how I feel about your sweeping?

J:

Yeah . (He sweeps off the ledge of the sand box and
then climbs upon the easel .)

C:

You ' re not afraid of high places?

J:

No, I ' m not afraid of anything . Some kids in my
class are afraid of dogs, but not me.

C:

You ' re not afraid of dogs, b ut some kids are?

J:

How old are you? My mother is thirty-six, and my
father is thirty-six too .

C:

I ' m twenty-six .
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J:

Maybe my mom is only thirty-five. (He spent the
remaining p eriod cleaning up the r oom . )
Cleanliness comes up again in this interview .

First ,

he claims that dirtiness doesn ' t bother him, that is, he
doesn ' t care if he gets paint on his hands, and secondly,
he doesn ' t like it when people don ' t olean up the room and
put things back '\-There they should .

His feeling about the

paint on his hands is the opposite of that e xpressed .
is an indication of emotional conflict .

This

He says that he

changes his answers in school when he makes mistakes so that
the teacher won ' t know about it and then he gets a good
grade .

This too, i n effect, would seem to sa y that he is

going to be right , that he is going to be accepted, even
if he has to change things in order to accompl i sh i t.
is a s t rong indication of sibling rivalry .

There

I n this inter -

view, the clinician needed to sharpen his response and
structuralization, especially in r egard to note taking .
FIFTH INTERVIE\·/ WITH THE CHILD:
J:

This place i sn ' t cleaned up very well, and I have
to do it like I did l a st time.

C:

The pla yroom isn ' t very clean so you are going to
do it l i ke you did last time?

J:

Look at all the dust, and it doesn ' t seem like it is
ever cleaned up.

C:

There ' s a lot of dust, and it doesn ' t seem l ike it
is ever cleaned up .
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J:

You thinl{ people would have sense enough to put
things back .

C:

You don ' t like things that are not in their proper
places?

J:

Yeah. (He goes over and gets the brush and cleans
the dust off the easel stand . lie mixes all the
pAints together, several different colors into one
bottle. ) Is there any more green color?

C:

You are looking for some more green?

J:

{He spills some paint, wipes it up, then brushes off
t t e other side, and then continues mixing the paints
on that side . Then te pushes the easel back a gainst
the wall, puts the bottles in their place, gets a
paper towel and wipes off the table. Then he starts
to play with the dolls .) This is mommy doll, father
doll, brother doll , and sister doll. The father doll
is bad, I ' m thrm·r ing him out . Sister doll and
brother doll sle~~ toge t her. Mommy doll sleeps wi th
a baby doll.

C:

Tho mother sleeps with the baby, and the brother and
sister sleep together . The father is bad so you got
rid of him? ( Too much interpretation on the part of
the clinic i an .)

J:

Ho'\-r much more time do I have?

C:

You 1dsh to leave no\or?

J:

Well, maybe I' ll better wait for mother, she '\oron •t
be hore yet.

C:

You 1 11 ·uai t for your mother to come for you?

J:

I 1 11 play vri th the s ol diers in the sand box.

C:

You have deci ded to play with them in the sand box ?

J:

(He takes his shoes off, gets in the sand box, and
plays with the soldiers. ) One of them i s a bad guy,
and ! 1 m burying him in the sand . I want to take my
pants off . (He does it .)

I '\·r ant to go.
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C:

You like to feel the sand?

J:

Yeah, you wanna come in here with me?

C:

You would like me to come in w1 th you?

J:

I need some water . (He puts his pants back on and
gets water from the bucket.)

C:

It ' s almost time for you to leave.

J:

Okay, will you come down the stairs with me?

C:

You really want me to come to the end of the stairs
with you?

J:

Yeah. ( The clinician goes 'vi th him to the end of the
stairs and bids him good-by.)
J ohn ' s desire to leave after the playing in the doll

house

~~s

possibly due to the clinician ' s reflection of his

a ggressive attitude towards the father .

The clinician is

dealing with potent material, and it needs to be handled
carefully .

The clinician must remember that clarification

and reflection of feeling must be done '\dthout getting ahead
of the individual, or without frightening him with possible
interpretations regardless of how accurate they are .

~Th ile

playing with the soldiers, he singles out one "bad guy" and
buries him, and this bears a hos title action symbolically
against someone, but ·Hho?
SIXTH INTERVIEW WITH THE CHILD:
J:

Someone spilled paint on the floor .

C:

Someone wasn 1 t careful and spilled paint on the
floor .
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J:

(He gets a ball and bounces it. )
did it?

C:

No

J:

Ca n you kick the ball?

C:

Sometimes .

J:

I' m really booting the ball novr .

C:

You are really getting some good kicks in. (John
looks about the room for something to do. } This is
your time here, and you can do anything here that
you would like to do.

J:

Play ball with me .

C:

You really do want me to play Hith you, don ' t you?

J:

Yes, ( The c linician doesn 't join in the play so J ohn
picks up some clay and starts throwing i t at the
wall .) You be~ter play with me, or I' ll throw this
clay at you .

C:

If I don ' t come and play vri th you, you •11 throw the
clay at me?

J:

Yeo, and I mean it . Are you coming? (Pause ) I
warned you . (Then he throlTS the clay at the clini cian . This seems t o make him feel good, and he
picks it up and throws it at the clinician several
times. Each time he does it, he laughs and gets
extreme satisfaction from it. )
.

C:

You really enjoy throlring the clay at me?
to hit me because I liOn • t play 'YTi th you?

J:

You throw it back at me .

C:

I t ' s t i me to leave . (John gets his coat and leaves.
But before he goes, he says that he's going to do it
again, imply i~ that he l·r ould like to t hrm·r clay at
the clinic:J.an .)

1

Do you knmv who

I don ' t.

You want
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Allo"t·T1ng the boy to thrm·r the clay at the cl inician
was not good p olicy,

an~

now, in the next interview, the

cl inician will have the same problem to contend with .

He

vrill have to prevent it in such a manner so as not to en gender a feeling of reproach or antagonism in the boy .

At

the time, perhaps , the clinician thought that it might be
beneficial for the boy to be able to express his a ggres sion
directly a gainst the clinician, and to be able to do so
vTi thout fear of being retaliated against .

But if anyt hing,

it would seem to cause a loss of respect for the clinician ,
and that is bad .

~ha t

shou l d have been done was for the

cli nician t o have structuralized the s i tuation so that the
boy would know that there are certain limitations to the
play, and that attacking the clinician i s one of them .

The

attempt to stop the attach by reflecting h i s feelings vrus
not successful because the feeling involved vras not adequately reflected, nor the interpretation of the feelings involved accurate .

I t would have been
. better if the cl ini-

ci a n had said something like this:

"Boy, you are angry '.

I n fact, you are so angry that you want to throw clay at
me . "

If this d oesn ' t work, the clinician must structural-

ize the situation immediately by establi shing t he limitations.
Axline said that limitations for sound therapy should be
e s tablished when there is a need to introduce them .

All

limi tations once a greed upon nhould be consis tentl y follo·ued .
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SEVENTH INTERVIEW rHTH THE CHILD:

J:

I ' m goi ng to take my shoes off and play with the
steamshovel . I wonder who thought about bringing
a s teamshove J..

C:

You v1onder vrho brought the s teamshovel?

J:

Fr e tty s oon I' m gonna start hitting you a gain l i ke
I did l ast weel{.

C:

After you play some more 1fith the steamshovel, then
you are going to hit me a gain '\·rith the clay l ike you
did last vreek?

J:

I wake up about six-thirty, and a m ready to get up ,
but my mom says to go back t o sleep .

C:

\>Then you vrake up in the morning, you would like to
get up, and don ' t l ike to be told to go back to
sleep .

J:

I gues s I' ll do some more wi th you now .

C:

You want to throw some c lay at me now, but you aren ' t
s ure if it ' s a ll right or not to do so .

J:

Now you are goi ng to catch it .
you hit me with i t .

C:

You ' re going to t hrow the clay at me, and when I
catch it, you want me to do the same to you? ( John
gets the cl ay and throws it. ) John, this i s your
t ime to do as you wi sh here, but there are one or
two thing s t hat are not permitted, and hitting me or
the couns e l or is one of them.

J:

Aw, who told you t hat!

C:

You don ' t like that rule because it stops you from
having fun . Novr you are angry. ( John picks up t he
ballon and then kicks it .)

C:

You are pretty angry a t \1ha t ha s happened .

J:

(He loolcs over at the clinician a nd grins .)
the ball?

I f you catch it, then

.

Where ' s
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C:

It should be around here someplace.

J:

I can ' t find it .

C:

Gee, that is a disappointment isn ' t it?
like to play with the ball?

J:

(He s ee s the nevT gun on the shelf, goe s over to get
it , picks it up and tries to work it, but he doesn ' t
knov how to cock it . Then he sees the hand-cuffs,
badge , and billy club .) Oh boy!

C:

You found something that looks like fun?

J:

I ' ll put you in jail nov .

C:

You are pretty mad at me because I stopped you from
hitting me, and now you want to get even with me and
put me in jail .

J:

I ' ll take this to you.
the clinician . )

C:

You really are mad at me .
the club?

J:

The first one that speaks I ' ll put in jail.

C:

You are going to put the f irst one who speaks in
jail?

J:

(He 1-ralks over towards the clinician "t-Tith the club
i n his hand . He hits t he blackboard with it, and
then the wooden post, and thon threatens the clinician '\>Tith it, but hits the p ost instead. )

C:

You are mad enought at me to want to take that club
and hit me?

J:

I ' m going to put the handcuffs on you . (He comes over
to do it, but is a bit timid about i t as he doesn ' t
know hm-1 the clinician will react to it .) Yeah,
I ' m gonna put them on you .

C:

You have made up your mind, and now you are going
to put them on me?

It was my favorite too.
You really

( Shakes the billy club at
You want to beat me 1-Ti th
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J:

(He tries to get them on, but the{ are too small
to get on the clinician ' s wrists ., You ' ve got big
hands .

C:

Your time i s up . I ' ll be here next vTeek at the same
time if you ' d like to c ome back again.

J:

Okay.

John didn ' t like to be told that he must not thrm-1
things at the clinician .

He 1-1asn ' t sure how t o react vrhen

the c linic i an told him that he couldn ' t throw cl ay at the
latter .

Later, he did vent some of his anger against the

clinic i an.

The presence of nev7 toys for him to play

'7~

th

is good in t hat they gave him new settings in which to play
out his i nner tensions.

He might repeat the old patterns

each time 1.ri th the same toys, but vii th nevT ones he has a
wider field of expression .

I n thls interview, the clini-

cian a ttempted to do more than j ust reflect feelings .

He

attempted an interpretation of what the boy had said and
reflected this interpretation back to him .
John said, "I can ' t find it (ball ).
too . 11

The clinician repl ied,

11

For example,

It was my favorite

Gee, that is a disappoint-

ment, isn ' t it?"
EI GHTH INTERVIEW vTITH THE CHILD:
J:

The walls are still dirty.

C:

The walls are still pretty messy .

J:

(He goes over to the shelves and takes the water
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bottle 1-1ith him.) I don 't care if there is a little
water on it , just so it ' s neat.
C:

You don 't care about the water on the shelves, just
so the things are put away neatly?

J:

I clean things up at home a nd then my mother sometimes cleans up after I have done it; she doesn ' t
like the way I do it.

C:

The way you clean things up doesn ' t always satisfy
your mother and then she does it over?

J:

I hope that i t stays neat this way.

C:

Now after you have put in some time straightening
things up, you don't want someone else to come along
and mess them up.

J:

(He '\·Torks on a puzzle for a-vthile. ) Thi s is a hard
puzzle . Maybe you help me, how does t his go?

C:

You "rant me to help you?
can do it by yourself?

J:

I' ll play with the gun .
to cock it, but can ' t .)
gun anyhovr .

C:

You did want to play with t he gun, but when you
couldn't cock it, you decided not to play with it .

J:

I'm going to cut some clay . I' ll make a house.
(\·lhile \Tor king with the clay, he starts humming. )

C:

~~en

J:

Yep .

You don ' t feel that you
(He picks i t up and tries
I didn ' t 1·rant to shoot t he

you are enjoying yourself, you like to hum?
\olhere is your mother?

C: She died some time ago.
J:

I' m sorry to hear that, my grandfather died .

C:

Your grandfather died, and you liked him quite a bit?

J:

Yeh, he was my best friend . He treated me good . My
grandmother didn 't treat me so good then, but now
she does .
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C:

Your grandfather understood you and treated you l·rell .
At first your grandmother did not treat you so 1-1ell ,
but now she does?

J:

Don ' t tell my mother ,., hat I said . If you do, I ' ll
beat your face with 'Lhe clay , and I mean it .

C:

You want what you have just said to be a secret
between you and me , and if I tell your mother, you ' ll
get mad at me and hit me in the face with the clay?

J:

(He makes two animals. )
one .

C:

The good one is on your side and he kills the bad
one. Well, John, your time is up now.

J:

Who said the time was up?

0:

You are having fun playing with the clay, and don ' t
l ike it when you have to stop and leave.

The good one kills the bad

John ' s mo t her doesn ' t like the way he does things at
home, and she usually changes anything he does .

He doens't

like this negation of his accomplishments and is showing
a minor degree of hostility towards his mother .

He felt a

rather strong tie wi th his grandfather whom he said

~ms

his

best friend and who understood him; but the grandmother ' s
trea tment of him wasn ' t good.

I mmediately after expressing

some pr evious dislike for the grandmother, he feels guilty,
and threa tens the clinician wi t h a beating if he tells the
mother what he has said.
want to leave .

When the hour is up, he doesn ' t

He questions the clinician ' s authority to

close the in tervievr.

In this interviel·T, the clinician tried

several interpretations, but fortunately they gcrc accepted
by the child .
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NINTH I NTERVIEH WI TH THE CHILD:
J:

Everything is out of place .

C:

Everything is out of order today, and you like
things neat .

J:

(He g oes over to the tab le and he plays with the
bot t les . He fills the little bottle and puts the
nipple on it, and drinks from it . ) That rras good .

C:

I t feels good to drink from the bottle , does n't it?

J:

Yep . (He gets the little hot water bottle and
fills it full of water, then drirucs from it . He
does this a number of times, and then fills the
little bottle once more .) The doll is going to
have t o drink the bottle of iodine?

C:

You are going to make the doll drink the bottle
of iodine?

J:

(He picks up one doll. ) Not this one, and no t this
one, ah, this one, the little girl . Now I want her
to drink this stuff .

C:

You lrant the girl doll to drlnk t he bo ttle of
i odine?

J:

There ! 'rhat is enough . You are a bad girl! (He
talces the doll and thrOvTS her back on the bed. )

C:

She is a bad girl .

J:

Gee, the blackboard lT8. S messed up by someone.

C:

You don •.t like ,p eople who are so messy ?

J:

~ wa~t

C:

You like the spurs , but you don •t think they 1wrk
right ?

J:

\·Then I 1·T8.S little, I had s ome but my mother took the m
away .

C:

Sometime ago, you had some spurs , but your mother
took them away from you, a nd you didn ' t like 1 t.

to play the cowboy stuff . I like thes e
spears ( spurs ), but they don ' t work right.
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J:

Yeh, and she laughed, and I kicked her and thre'\>T her
out of the windovT.

C:

She laughed when she took them away from you, so
you kicked her and threw her out the ,.,indow?

J:

Yeah . (He gets all dressed with 't-trist guards and
all and then he comes over by the clinician.) I
lTOn ' t shoot you if you can guess the name of the
song I' m playing . (He plays one song .) Now tell
me 't·That it is, and I won ' t sho~t you .

C:

If I tell you '\-That it ls, you won't shoot me, but
if I don ' t knO't·T the name of the song, you 'Ifill.

J:

I' ll give you one more cha nce . Ir you could guess
it, I would like you . If you don ' t, I'm going to
spear ( spur ) you . (He sings "Old Folks At Home ")

C:

That sounds like '10ld Folks At Home. "

J:

Yep ! (He spent the remaining period playing in
the sand box. )
This lras the first time that he has ever drunk from

the nursing bottles .

He seemingly did away with his sister

symbolically when he forced the doll to drink the iodine
and then threw her on the bed and called her a bad girl .
Can hostility be expressed without the apparent emotions
that normally accompany the deed?
s~b olical

Or is doing this in a

expression of such an act negate the nece ssity

of the tremendous emotional aspects of the act?
He had some spurs at one time but his mother too
them avray from him, and then he said he threw his mother
out of t he window because she wouldn ' t let him have the
spurs .

This is the first time that he has expre ssed direct
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hostility against the mother .

Another significant incident

in this intorviow was tha t he tried to get recognition from
the clinician for his playing, but if the recognition vras
denied, then he wa s 1villing to shoot the

cli ni c~an .

He is

attempting to get from the clinician the narcissis tic
supplies he needs .

TENTH INTERVIEW WITH THE CHILD:
J:

Today, I ' m goi ng to a party and Sunday, I ' m going
to a picnic.

C:

You are going to have a good time this 1-reekend,
going to a party and then to a picnic .

J:

My mother and sister are going to decorate the
graves, and then they are c oming back to pick me up .

C:

Your s i ster and mother are going to decorate the
graves , and then they are coming back for you.

J:

Who comes in before me? They are sure messy . Know
vrha t I got? I got a mitt and a tennis ball, but I
can ' t play with t hem until Monday because I ' m going
away .

C:

You have a mitt and a tennis ba ll, but you have to
vrait until Monday t o play with them .

J:

(He accidently opens the cupboard and sees some
ballons . ) Oh boy, ballons . I ' ll take one home for
my sister.

C:

You want to take a ballon home for your sister?

J:

Yeh, but I have to leave it hero .

C:

You'd like to take one 1-rith you, but you know that
the toys have to stay here in this room?

J:

I • 11 draw a man vrho looks like a baby .
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C:

The man looks like a baby.

J:

(He finishes the picture .)
picture .

C:

You like to put your name on the picture?

J:

I vrant to go vTash my hands .

C:

You were going to vTash your hands but then deci ded
to do it later .

J:

(He gets a towel and 1vipes off the table vrhere he
had spilled the poster powder. ) I don ' t care if I
got paint on my pants , they are going to be washed
tonight .

C:

You don't care if you get paint on your pants,
because they are going to be 'mshed tonight.

J:

I' m going to clean up this room.

C:

You ' d like to clean up t his room?

J:

Yeh, but no one else does .

C:

You ' re the only one who cleans it up , no one else
does . (Johnny gets a broom and start s sweeping. )

C:

You can do anything you want to in thi s room, and if
you don ' t vrant to, you don ' t have to sweep or clean
it up.

J:

All right, I ' 11 go down and vrash my hands. (After
the clinician and John came back to the room, t hey
found that the light '\oras off. ) The light doesn ' t
work . (He sees the switch and puts the chair on
top of the table , climbs up on it and attempts to
hit the light , but can ' t reach it . Then he gets
another chair and puts the second chair on top of
the first one and starts to climb on it. )

C:

( The clinician doesn ' t knOll' hovr to stop this without being directive, but the boy is liable to fall
off because the chairs aren ' t very steady .) John,
those chairs aren ' t very ste~dy, do you think they
will hold you?
'

I ' ll put my name on the

No, I ' ll go later.
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J:

I ' 11 get do1-m then .

C:

Our time is j ust abo ut up n ot7 .

J:

Oka y .
'I'he messiness of the room 'res s t ill bothersome to

him becaus e he still spent part of his t ime in c leani ng it
up .

Later , he asks for a balloon for his s i ster though he

knm·T S tha t g i fts of the toys cannot b e made .

He might be

testing the limits of the situation in this ca s e , or he
mi ght hope that special considerati on will be given to
him.

The clinician -vrould have l i ked t o have give n him a

balloon, but that would be breaki ng d mm of the stru c tura l iza t i on of p l ay therapy .
GENERAL SID·1MARY OF THE CASE :

J ohn ' s p rob lem seems to have been p rinc i pally ongenc.:~red

b y the birth of the sib l ing .

At this t i me, he

wa s deprived of the parent ' s time and affections, and
being thusly deprived, he developed deep feelings of per sonal i nadequacy .

During the first three month s of' his

life , he c r i ed frequently and vras a llo"I·Ted to cry himse l f
out .

This ml ght indicate a possi b le ori gi n of a fear of

his ovm i nstincts , and might have instilled in him a sense of
inse c urity .

The sibl :tng situati on grossly a ggrava ted that

1.rhich had gone on b e fore, a nd consequent e vents such as
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comparison of h is performance with the s uperior one of his
sister ' s did not aid the situation.

Concomitant wi th his

feelings of insecurity, he developed a hostility towards
his sister, and on a deeper level , hostility tm-1ards his
mother .

This hos tility brought with it guilt fee l ings , and

so, i nstead of becoming belligerant towards his sister, he
was gentle \-l'i th her, and even attempt ed to protect her
against the reprimands of the mother .

I n the playroom his

hostility towards his sister came out in various ways .

For

example, he said that his sister broke his toys when he was
at school and that he 1-mnted to s teal her money .

He also

forced the girl doll to drink a bottle of iodine and then
threw her on the b ed and tol d her that she had been a bad
girl.

He expressed hostility against his mother by criti-

cizing her for not liking the way he does things, and in one
of the interv iews , he said he kicked her and threw her out of
the 'ldndovr.

He ev inces a s trong concern over the c lini -

cian ' s note-taking , and this lras especially evident after he
had been a ggressive in the playroom.
guilt over his aggressiveness.

This may indicate his

In practically every inter-

view, he ment ions that the room is not neat, and then he
vrill spend some time straightening it up.

In several inter-

views, he got some paint on h imse lf, and then said that he
didn •t care abou t getting dirt y .

Yet if he truly didn ' t
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care, vrhy did he mention it?

In fact, his over-concern

vrith neatness, straightening up of the room, etc . could
be expressions of hostility against the sister, and at the
same time, a means of getti ng recognition that he was a
tidy person and should be complimented for it .
His defenses against insecurity were very clearly
evidenced in the playroom, but seemed of a reversed nature.
He claimed that he

1~s

not afraid of various situations,

tha t he never made mistakes , etc ., yet, in the Binet testing
situation, he 1res constantly plagued with the feelings of
inadequacy and expressed them by such statements as, "That
is not right, is it?"

"I didn ' t answer any of them right;

they are all wrong, aren ' t they? 11

It might be hypothesized

that his defenses are in an incipient stage and not as yet
very "'vell structuralized, and giving him little protection
from his inner feelings .

His excessive concern over "\·Tinning ,

the despondency at l osing, and his inability to accep t
criticism are due to his i nsecurity .

His concern over win-

ning is an attempt to get the narc i ssistic supplies he so
vital ly needs .

It represents an a ggress i ve means of cvm-

peting with and beating

h~

sister .

The despondency tha t

occurs "\·Then he has lost then 1.rould be due to having failed
to get the necessary supplies, but it i s due also to guilt
over the a ggression.

His i nability to take criticism may be

an attempt at vindication of the feelings of having failed.
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After the tenth session, he showed much improvement .
His mother reported that she

'~s

able to sit do)m and talk

to him and reason ,.,ith him.

He didn ' t fly off the handle

as quickly as before, and he 1.zas '\villing to practice h i s
piano lessons more so than previously .
reasons for this chango .

There are two ma jn

His mother is going through her

nursery school training, learned some nevr things and has
applied them at home.

This has helped to alleviate some

of the pressure on him there .

Secondly, the experience in

the playroom has helped him b y allowing him an opportunity
to bring out his hostility and fears 'Hi thout being afraid
of censure .

After getting some of the accumulated feelings

out, he could then begin to take positive remedial steps .
For example, in the last i ntervle'\or, he asked if he could
have a balloon to take to his sister .

This "'ould not have

happened unless he was able to think of his sister in more
favorable terms than previously .
The case

v~s

terminated on June 5, 1948, and the

mother felt that play therapy was not needed any longer
because John had improved so much that she and her husband
was able to understand and cope 'Ui th him.
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He does not mind either parent, sulks , and talks
back to them. He resents being told vrhat to do.
He
can't concentrate for any length of time .
11
The vrorld is all wrong and he is the only one
right."

FOLLOW -UP DATA:

March 7, 1949:

Telephone call to mother Hho stated

John is getting along quite 1-1ell.

He has spells once in a

long '\·rhile, but they can be managed vri thout upsetting the
family.
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SUMMARY
In the i nterviews with the child , the clinician made
many errors and failed to carry out the eight basic principles at the right moment so that the child could profit
fully from the unique experience of play therapy.

However•,

the clinician made many corrections and self-evaluations

-

from interview to intervi e1o1, and for that reason, the adequacy of establishing the structuralized relationship bet'\>reen the child and the therapist improved consistently
and the child demonstrated a consistent :pattern of improvement chronologically.

1948.

The case "ras terminated on J une 5,

Mrs . Tanner felt that play therapy was not needed

any longer because her son had improved so much that she
and her husband '.rere a ble to understand and cope Hi th him .

Fo llow~Up Data~

Adjustment
Factor

Results of the Bell Adjustment I nventory
Fifteen Mont hs After Ca ~e Te rmination
Score

Description

9

Home
Social
Emotional

15

5

Average
Average
Good

Total Score

29

Average

The results of the Be ll Adjustment I nventory shovred
that the child vms making average adjustment in relation to
that of the average child, and also they sho1·red a definite

change in the direction of improvement, a lthough it
still in the average range.

"triaS

Since the child was not able

to attain average adjustment before play therapy, it is
evident that the individual ' s attitudes toward his adjustment had improved since therapy, especially in the emotional
factor.

CHAPTER IV

CATALOGING THE TYPES OF PROBLEMS
AND ANALYZING THE WORK OF THE CLINICIANS
I.

INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the individual represents his attempts to'\<tard ad j ustment, and for that reason, overt mis behavior represents only the symptoms of the underlying
causes of the problem.

The misbehavior of a child can rare-

ly, i f ever, be corrected by treatment directed toward the
symptoms themselves • . Misbehavior is almost never the re sult of a single spocific cause .

I n medicine, an increase

in temperature may be the result of any number of disease
processos and in like manner, shyness in children

n~y

be

the r esult of divergent and sometimes very obscure factors.
While the clinic is not primarily concerned with treatine
symptoms, nevertheless, it is important that parents,
teachers, and pediatricians should anticipate the use o.f
the play therapy clinic services and should know the type
of cases the clinic is prepared to study and to accept .
Milton E . Kirkpatrick, 27 director of The National
27 Milton E. Kirkpatrick, The Organization and
Function of the Child Guidance Clinic : The National
Committee forJMental Hygiene, New York, 1941, p . 18
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Committee for Mental Hygiene, said that a certain number of
behavior problems in children are so closely allied to
physical problems that they are often confused.

The feed-

ing prob lems of a child may in themselves be relatively
unimportant but the amount of emotional tension which they
generate between the child and the parent is usually distressing to bot h.

Convulsive attacks may be on a physical

basis, but they may also be emotional in nature .

If the

latter is true, 1-re could not expect them to respond to the
usual type of medication.

Disturbances of the elimi native

function, particularly enuresis, are common.

'l'hese con-

ditions may be the result of faulty training and again, it
may be possible that the child is uncons ciously using the
symptoms in order to gain his own ends . 28 The same may be
true in disorders of speech, particularly stuttering '\>Thich
is very difficult to correct and may arise from many causes.
11

Almost every serious personality deviati on was once

a minor problem in a normal individual", said Kirkpatrick . 29
"For example, it is highly probable that a large number of
the inferior, inadequate adults were at one time very shy
children .

Shyness as a presenting symptom has too often

28
Hale F . Shirley, Psychiatry for the Pediatrician,
{New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 194~ pp. 60-109.
29 Kirkpatrick, £2· cit., pp. 19- 20

\
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been overlooked because the shy child is a problem to no one
but himself.

His behavior in the classroom when contrasted

with the energetic, aggressive youngster is certainly much
more acceptable .

Nevertheless, the implications are that

shyness is the more serious problem and that shy children
g row up with t he effects of thi s symptom indelibly imprinted upon their personality.
related symptom .

Timidity is a closely

Fears in childhood may not seem unimport-

ant to some but an adult so beset with this symptom that
he cannot cross a street or leave his own home after dark
would never be accepted as a normal individual .

Temper

tantrums, negativism, domineering behavi or, bullying, and
habitual crying are also undesirable personality traits
vThich should be corrected if the child is to become a well
adjusted and happy adult."
The behavior of some children appears on the surface to be much more serious because of its antisocial
nature. 30

These children are beginning to carry over into

society some of their personal conflicts .

Unlike the shy

and timid child ,.,hose problem affects only himself, this
group of children behave s in such a manner as to resist
authority of the home, of the school, and of the community
at lar ge .

The juvenil e court and the school authoriti es

30 Harry J. Baker, I ntroduction to Exceptional
Children, (Nevr York: The lr1acmillan Co.1948), pp. 349-351 .

/
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sometime refer to the clinic cases of stealing and out right vandalism of school property .

These cases show long

standing problems and they are extremely difficult to
correct .
nection

While it is possible to trace a very direct conbet~een

some types of behavior and their motiva-

tions, in many cases, the problems become very involved
with other issues and the relationships are not so easily
understood .

II .

SECTION A--CATALOGI NG THE TYPES OF PROBLEMS

Since overt behavior is the reason given for referring the case to the play t herapy clinic, it is interesting to note the nature and the extent of behavior traits
among the children in the clinic.
In the first year of t he play therapy clinic, fifty
cases l-Tere referred to the clinic involving some kind of
behavior trait .

They vary from minor disturbances

~hich

have no deep-seated cause to acts of violence classified
as crimes .

The tab le immediately f ollowlng charts the

frequency of behavior items in the cases studied in the play
therapy clinic .

At the far left of the table will be found

forty-six behavior items in alphabetical order.

Along the

top of the page will be found the number of the cases in
chronological order .

Along the bottom of the page, the

number of behavior i terns in that particular case ,.,ill b e
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found .

At the far right will be found the total fre-

quency of occurrence of that behavior ltem in all the
cases studied.
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The following table shows the number of cases
referred to the clinic with the corresponding number of
behavior i tems of each.

NO . OF CASES

FREQUENCY OF
BEHAVIOR ITEMS

TOTAL
FREQUENCY

1
2
3
4

7
12
14
9
6
2

7
24
42
36
30
12

5
6

0

1 1

The total fre quency divided by the number of cases
will give a quotient of 3 . 02 behavior items per case.

It

is clear that, on the average, each case has more than
three kinds of behavior problems '\·Then it is referred to
the clinic .

With the aid of the above table and the tables

on the succeeding pages , the nature and the extent of
behavi or traits of the children '\vho were referred to the
c linic are shown.
The author wishes to call to the attention of the
r eaders that behavior deviations may be classified from
many points of vievr so that any standard cl assification is
practically

iu~ossible.

Classifica tions by teachers are

different from those of diagnostic a genc ies, s i nce the
latter are more i nterested in fundamental causes than i n
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the behavior itself.

Within the diagnostic agencies them-

selves , there are many different points of emphasis.

For

example , in school clinics , the reasons for school failure,
such as truancy , general disturbance of the class, and disobedienc e of school rules, occupy the center of attention.
Clinics which are not associated closely with s chools,
but with the general public , find their interest in problems of eating and sleeping, enuresis, jealousies, lack
of orderliness, and general uneasiness from lack of
activities to occupy the children's time .

Clinics in

connection with juvenile courts must deal with theft,
burglary, sex offenses, and other grave delinquencies .
In classifying personality and conduct problems,
Ackerson ' s classification3l of the two types idll be used
here .
"There is a distinction between oonduct p roblems
and problems of personality. Personality problems
which affect others to some degree may be considered
conduct problems . Recessive or withdrawing behavior,
which mainly affects the individual himself, is an
example of a personality problem. Lying, which may
injure others, often has personality problems behind
its motivation. It is considered a conduct problem . "
A division has been made between personality, conduct, physical symptomatic, and unclas s ified problems and
their percentages in the following tables .

31 Acke rson, L., Children's Behavior Problems (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, l931 ) , pp . 268 .
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF PERSONALITY PROB~1S
REFERRED TO THE CLINIC

Type of
Problems

Percentage of
occurrence of
each behavior
item in relation to the
total number of
cases

Anxiety State
Bites Nails
Emotionally Tied·Up
Emotionally Unstable
Fearful
Flighty
Indifferent
Irresponsible
Jabbers
Jealousy
Mute
Negativistic
Obstinate & Stubborn
Overindulgent & Spoiled
Oversensitive
Resent Discipline
Shy and Timid
'l'humb Sucking
Unhappily 'Hi t hdra'm
Unsoc iable
Submissive

8
8
6
8
10

4

8
8
4

4
4

8
4
12

6
6
8
2

6
20
2

Percentage
of
Frequency Personality
Problems

l~

4

3

4

5
2

4
4
2
2
2

4
2

6
3
3

4
1

3

10
1

73

48.34
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TABLE III

PERCENTAGE OF CONDUCT PROBLEMS
REFERRED TO THE CLINIC

Type of

Problems

Percentage of
occurrence of
each behavi or
item in relation to the
total number
of cases

Antagonistic
Argues
Belligerent & Fights
Bul lying
Cheating
Defi ant
Destructive
Interrupting
Qua rrelsome
Stealing
Temper Tantrum

Frequency

4
8
8

2

4

2

Percentage
of
Conduct
f' :roblems

1~

4

4
10
4
6

5

6
8

3
3
4

20

10

2
2

41

2.7 . 15
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'JABI.E IV

PERCENTAGE OF
PHYSICAL SYMPTOMA•riC PROBLEMS
REFERRED TO THE CLINIC

Type of
Problems

Percentage of
occurrence of
each behavior
item in relat1on to the
total number
of cases

Allergy
Convulsion & Fits
Vomiting
Delayed Speech
Enures is
Stutt ers
Tics
Hyperactive
Physical Retardation

4
2

2

Frequency

Percentage of
Physical
Symptomatic

Problems

2
1
l

8
8
6
4

4

6
4

3

4
3
2
2

22

14.57
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TABLE V

PERCENTAGE OF UNCLASSIFIED PROBLEMS
REFERRED TO 'I1iE CLINIC

of
Problems
Type

Percentage of
occurrence of
each behavior
item 1n relaFrequency
tion to the
total number of
cases

Educational Retardation
Mental Retardation
Lack Concentration
Mistreated Child
Sibling Rivalry

6

3
3

2
6

1

6
4

Percentage of
Unclasslfied
Problems

2

3

15

9 -94

100

I t is interesting to note that the percentage of
the referred cases vTi th personalit y problems is almost
twice as great as that of conduct .

This fact seems to

indicate that the parents and teachers are recognizing
the seriousness of personality problems and it shm·t s the
presence of a desire to do something a·b out them .

Although

many of the cases consisted of more than one behavior
item, nevertheless, the figures showed that the percentage
of personali ty problems are much greater than that of
conduct in the play therapy clinic.

The

phy~ ical

sym-

tomatic problems occupied 14.57 per cent and the unclas s ified problems occupied only 9. 94 per cent of the
total behavior problems .
II.

SECTION B--ANALYZING THE
\<fORK OF CLINICIANS

In the latter half of this chapter an analysis was
made of the percentage of directive and non- directive
approaches 'lfhich the student c linicians followed on nine
cases, sele·c ted randomly .

There are two objectives in

making such a percentage presentation:

First, to show

how closely the clinicians are follm·Ting the non-directive
approach and, secondly, to show whether or not the clini cians who follm·ted the non-directive approach achieved
greater success in tho therapy outcome than the students
vrho

did not.
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In order to f'ind out how \-Tell the clients are making
their home, social, and emotional adjustments, one year
af'ter the therapy a Bell .Adjustment Inventory test 1-ras
administered to each of the nine clients .

This test was

used for the specific purpose of providing a purely sub jective instrument, one in 1vhich the client could ans1-rer
particular questions in terms of his individual feelings .
It is believed that this instrument would reflect the
client 1 s attitude in terms of 't-rhether or not he felt
competent to deal with life ' s situations after therapy.
The following pages show the percentage of non- directive
and directive statements of the student clinicians and
also the results of the Bell Adjustment I nventory test in
each case .
The f'ollmving percentages are computed from

1240 statements of' the clinician in a total of 31
interviews.
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TABLE VI

Per Cent

NON-DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS
Non-direc tive lead. . • . •
Acceptance . • . • . • . •
Cl arification of Feelings •
Restatement of Content . • . •
I nterpretation. • •
. • •
Structuralization . .
. •
Agreement • • • . • . • • •
Re flecting Feelings • • • • •

7.50
2 . 50
10 .00
20 . 00
7 .50
5 .00
1 0 .00
. • 25 . 00

. • .

•
.
.
•

87 .sa%

DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS
Direct Questioning .
Suggesting. •
•
Advising . . • • . •
Reassuring . • • • .

.
. .

. • . • .
•
. • .
•
• •.
.
. • . • .

5 .00
2 . 50
2 . 50
2 . 50
12 . 50%
100 . 00%

TABLE VII
RESULTS OF THE BELL ADJUS'J.IMENT INVENTORY
FIFTEEN MONTHS AFTER CASE TERMINATION
Ad justment
Fac tor
Health
Home
Social
Emotional
Total

Score

Description

1

5
2

6

14

v.

Excellent
Average
Aggressive
Good
Good
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The computation on Table VI showed that this
clinician followed a 87 .50 per cent non-directive approach
in the play therapy intervie"'·r s, and the Bell J\djustment
Inve ntory test showed that the client is making good
adjustment in relation to that of average children.

\

\
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The following percentages are computed from 810
statements or the clinician in a total of 18 intervievTS .
TABLE VII I
NON-DIRECTI VE STATEMENTS

Per Cent

Non-directive Lead • . • • • .
Acceptance • • . • . . . • .
Clarifi cation of Feelings • .
Restatement of Content • . • •
Interpretation • • • . •
Structuralization . •. • . •
Agreement • . • . •
• • •
Reflecting Feelings
•

• . • 6. 67
6 .67
•• . 11 . 13
.
8 . 89
. • 19 .99
. • .
• • •

2 . 22
2 . 22

. . . 19 .99
77 . 7&%

DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS
Direct Questioning .
Suggesting.
Advis ing . . • • • .
Reassuring. • • . .
Ordering . • • • . •
Approving . • • • •
Permission Giving •

•
.
•
•
•

•
•
•
.
•

•
.
.
•
.

....

4 .45

• • •
• . • . .
• . .
•
• • • • •

2 . 22
2 . 22
2 . 22
2 . 22
2 . 22

6.67

22 . 2?/>

lOO . OQ%
TABLE I X
RESULTS OF THE BELL ADJUSTMENT I NVENTORY
FIFTEEN MONTHS AFTER CASE TERMI NATION
Ad justment
Factor
Health
Home
Social
Emotional
Total

Score

8

DescriEtion
Excellent
Unsatisfactory
Aggressive
Average

25

Average

0
10

7

•
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The following percentages are computed from 272
statements of the clinician in a total of 8 int erviews .
TABLE X

NON-DIRECTIVE

Per Cent

STAT~ffiNTS

Non-directive Lead . • • •
. • •
Acceptance . • • . • . • . • . • . •
Clarifica t ion of Feelings . . . • .
Restatement of Cont ent • • • . .
I nterpretation • • • • • • .
Struc turalization . . • • •
Agreement • • • . • • •
Reflecting Feelings

...

2 . 94
2 . 94
11 . 76

8. 82
23 . 56
2 . 94

5. 88
5 .88

DI RECTIVE STATEMENTS
Direct Q.uestioning .
Suggesting . • • .
Advising . . • • . •
Reassuring. • . • .
Ordert ng . • • . • •
Permis sion Giving •
Expla ining . • . • .

.
•
•
•
.

• . •
• • • . •
• •
• . . • .
. • • • •
. • • . .
. • • • .

. •
. .
• .
. •

8 .82
5.88
5. 88
2 . 94
2 . 94
2 . 94

5.88
35 . 28%
100.00%

TABLE XI

RESULTS OF THE BELL ADJUSTMENT I NVENTORY
THIRTEEN MONTHS AFTER CASE TERMINATION
Adjus t ment
Factor
Health
Home
Social
Emot ional
Total

Score
3
8
11
16

Description
Good
Average
Average
Average

38

Average
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The f'ollo'tving percentages are computed from 456
s tatements of the clinician in a total of 19 interview·s.
TABLE XII

Per Cent

NON-DI RECTIVE STATEMENTS
Non-directive Lead • • • •
Acceptance • • • . •• . •
Clarification of Feelings
Restatement of Content ••
Interpretation . • .
•
Struc turaliza tion • • • •
Agreement • • . • •
Reflecting Feelings • • .

•
• •

. . .

4. 16
4.16

. 25.02

. 16.68
.
8 . 32
• . • . . 8 . 32
• . 4.16
• • • • • 25. 0 2

95.84%

DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS
Reassuring . .

...... .....

4. 16

4 . 1§%
l OO . OO'}U

TABLE XIII
RESULTS OF THE BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY
TEN MONTHS AFTER CASE TERMINATION
Adjustment
Factor
Heal th
Home
Social
Emotional
Total

1

Des cription
Excellent
Good
Very Aggressive
Excellent

7

Excellent

Score
0

2

4
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The following percentages are computed from 551
statements of the clinician in a total of 15 interviews .
TABLE XIV
Per Cent

NON-DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS
Non-directive Lead • . • . • .
Acceptance . • • • • • • •
Clarification of Feelings • •
Restatement of Content • •
I nterpretation • • • . • • • .
Structuralization • • . •
Agreement • • • • • .
Reflecting Feeli ngs •
• .

• . .
. • .

3.44
3.44

• . • 10 . 35
• 24.16

. 10. 35
. . . 6.89
. . • 3.44

.

10 . 35

72.42%

DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS
Direct Questioning. . • . • .
Suggesting . • . . •
. . .
Advising . . • • •
. • . •
Reassuring . • . . • . . . . .
Ordering . • . • .
. .
Permission Giving
. .

• . • 17 . 26
. . . 3 . 44
.

. 00

. . .
. . .

. .

3. 44
3. 44

. . .

. 00

27 . 28!%
100.00%

TABLE XV
RESULTS OF THE BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY
SI X1~EN M
ONTHS AFTER CASE TERMINATION
Adjustment
Factor
Health
Home
Social
Emotional
Total

Score
6
5
11

Description
Average
Good
Average
Average

4o

Average

18

1.08

The follm·Ting percentages are computed from 1088
stateme nts of the clinician in a total of 16 interviews .
TABLE XVI

NON -DIRECTIVE

Per Cent

S 'rA'r~lENTS

Non- directive Lead . • . . . • .
Acceptance . • • • . . • .
• . •
Clarification of Feelings
.••
Restatement of Content • . • • • . •
I nterpretation. • .
. • • . • .
Strructur·aliza tion . . • . • . • • •
Agre0ment • • . • • • . • . • . • .
Reflecting Feelings • . • • • . . .

1.47

2 . 94
4.41
38 . 25
14 . 71

7-35
8. 82
17 . 64
95 . 59%

DIHEC TIVE S'rA TEMEN'rS

Suggesting . •
Explaining . • •

....

.

1 . 47

2. 94

4 . 41%
lOO.Oo%

TABLE XVII
RESULTS OF THE BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY
FIFTEEN MONTHS AFTER CASE TERMINATION

Adjustment
Factor
Heal th
Home
Social
Emotiona l
Total

Score
2

6

4
5

17

Description
Good
Average
Very Aggressive
Good
Good
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The following percentages are comp uted from 330
statements of the clini cian in a total of 11 intervie,·TS .
TABLE XVIII

NON-DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS

Per Cent

Non-directive Lead • . • • • . • . • 6.66
Acceptance • • •. . • • • • • .
3·33
Clarification of Feelings
. • . 9·99
Restatement of Content. •
. . • 9 -99
Interpretation. • • •
• • . 16 .69
Structural ization • . • . • . • . •
.oo
Agreement . • • • • • . • • •
3-33
Reflecting Feelings • • . • . • • • 6.66

56 . 65%

DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS
Direct Questioning. • . •
. • . 9 .99
Suggesting . • • •
. • • • . • . 3. 33
Explaining . . • . • •
• • . . • 30.03

43.35%
100.00%

TABLE XIX
RESULTS OF THE BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY
FIFTEEN MON'rHS AFTER CASE TERMINATION

Adjustment
Factor
Health
Home
Social
Emotional
Total

Score
3
8
6
5
22

Description
Good
Average
Aggressive
Good
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The following percentages are computed from 802
s tatement s or the clinic ian in a total of 19 interviews .
TABLE XX

NON-DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS

Per Cent

Non-directive Lead . • • •
• •
Acceptance . • • . • . • • • • • .
Clari ficat ion of Feelings . • . •
I nterpretation. • • • • . • . • •
Structur a liza tion . • • •
. •
Restatement of Content •••• . • .
Agreement . • • . . • • • • • • .
Reflecting of Feelings • • • • . •

•

•
.
•
•
•
•
•

5.26
2. 63

10 . 52

23.65

• 00

13 . 25
2 . 63
23 . 65

81. 59%

DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS

......
.....
. .... . .

.

Direct Questioning • •
Suggesting . • • •
Permission Gi ving . .
Exp1 a 1n1ng. . • • . •

5 . 26

2. 63
2. 63
7 . 89

18 .41%
100.0~

TAB LE XXI

INVENTORY
TriELVE MONTHS AFTER CASE TERMINATION

RESUL1,S OF THE BELL ADJUSTMENT

A~ jus tmen't'

Factor

Health

Home
Social
Emotional
Total

a e·

.Score
2

7
21

13

Descript ion
Good
Aver age
Unsatis factory
Unsa tisfactory
J\vorase ,
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The follmring percentages are computed from 288
statements of the clinician in a total of 15 interviews .
TABLE XXII
NON -DIRECTIVE

Per Cent

STATE~mNTS

.

.

Non- directive Lead . . • . •
Acceptance. • . • • • • • • • .
Clarification of Feelings • . • . •
Interpretation . . . •• ••• .

Structuraliza tion • . • •
Restatement of ontent • .
Agreement • . • • • • • .
Reflecting of Feelings ••
DIRECTIVE

•
•
•
.

.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• •
.•
. •
••

3 . 12
3. 12
6.24
6 . 24
3 . 12
9.36
6. 24
6 . 24

STATF~ffiNTS

Direct Questioning . • . • • • . • . 34. 48

.. .• .. .•

Suggesti ng . . • . •

Advising . • • • . •
Permi ssion Giving
Explaining . . • .

• • .

• •

• . • • .

9 . 36
3 -12

6. 24
3 . 12

56 . 3~

lOO .OQ'fo
TABLE XXI II
RESUVI'S OF TIIE BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY
'1'\ffiNTY MONTHS AFTER CASE TERMINATION

Adjus t ment
Factor
Health
Home
oc1al
Emotional
Totai

Score

5
13

16
19
~3

De scrl~ tion

Avo ra ge
Aver a ge
Avera ge
Unsatisfac t or y
Avera ge
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TABLE XXIV
ANALYSI S OF THE AVERAGE NON-DIRECTIVE
AND DIRECTIVE STA'r~1ENTS OF THE CLINICIANS
AND ,OF ~HE AVERAGE ADJUSTMENT RATING BASED
ON 'llfiE BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY TESTS

SU~mMRY

Case
No.

Percentage
of
Non-directive
Statement9

1

8 ""(

2
3
4

Percentage
of
Directive
Statements
.

.so

12 . 50
22 . 22
35 . 28
4.16
27 . 58
4.41
43. 45
18 .41
56. 52

77 -78
74 .72
95 .84
72 .ll2
95 .59
56 .65
81. 59
43 . 68

5
6
7

8
9

'rotal
f"

224.13
2
75 . 09% Median 24 .gJ$

6·rs . 97
9

1'

Rating Based
on Bell Adj.
I nventory
Scores
Good
Average
Average
Excellent
Average
Good
Good
Average
Average

Converted
Points

2
1
1

3
1
2
2

1
1

14

+...2.
1 .55
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The converted points in Table XXIV are obtained by
giving a rating of three points for excellent, t,.,o for
good, and one for average .

The average of 1 . 55 converted

points of the nine cases means that the nine cases were
doing above average adjustment in relation to that of the
average child according to the results of the Boll Adjustment I nventory .

Table XXIV shot;ed a lso that the nine

clinicians used an average of 75 .09 per cont non-directive
a pprooch in the clinical interviews vi th the childl..en.

It

also indicates that some clinicians used an almost 95 per
cent non-directive approach as contrasted with others
who used l ess than a 50 per cent non-directive approach.
It is not always true that the clinici an ,.,ho more
closely adheres to the non-directive approach a chieves
the greater success .
will sho't1 this .

A comparison between Cases 7 and 8

An explanation may be the possibility

of Case No. 8 having deeper conflicts and environmental
obstacles.

And the writer admits, too, that to measure

quantitatively the degree of rapport gained, t.hc. strength
of the established Axl1nian principles, and the amount of
the personality influence betl>reon the cliniel an and the
child vould be almost an impos sibility.
One of the objecti ves of this chapter is to show
whether or not the clinicians who adhered to the non-
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directive approach more closely a ch.toved a greater degree
of suc cess .

r.rhe 11riter 'fill attempt to display this by a

statistica l method .

TABLE XXIV indicates that 75.09 per

cent is the median score of the non-directive statements of
the nine clinicians.

The 1v.riter se lected the four case s

above and four cases below the median score.
on

T~ble

Cas e No . 7 on

XXIV was not used because it was too close to the

median score .

Ea ch of eight cases is assigned points

according to the rating based upon the Bell Adjustment
I nventory Tests.

The Tab l e is as follows:
rrABLE XXV

ANALYSIS OF SUCCESS BETWEEN

Case
No.
l

!~

6
8

.Percentage
of
Non- directive
Statements
87 -50

95 -84
95 -59
81 . 59

T\fO

DEVIATED GROUPS

Rating Based
on Bell Adj.
I nventory
Scores
Good
Excellent
Good
Average

Conver ted
Points
2

3

2
1

4\8T2

3

5

7

9

64 .72
72 . 42
56 .65
43.68

Average
Avera ge
Good
Avera ge

-"[GoodY
l
l
2
1

4 {51 1 . 22
(Averaio J:
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Table XXV shows that the group 1o1hich used the
greater percentage of non-directive statements (above

75 .09) achieved an average adjustment score of 2 "hich is
good, and while the group that used the lesser percentage of non-directive statements (belo1·T 75 . 09 ) achieved
an average adjustment score of only 1 . 25 which is average.
Though thore are not enough cases given to generalize a
rule, yot there seems to be some correlation betl7een the
degree of success achieved and the clinician ' s adherence
to the non-directive approach .
SUMr>1ARY

An examination of the cases referred to the clinic
show that personality problems exist to a greater extent
than conduct problems .
sonalit~

The two types of problems, per-

and conduct, consi sted of nearly 80 per cent

of the total referred cases .

The physical symtoma tic and

unclaosified problems occupied only some 20 per cent of
the total.
The student-clinicians followed an average of

75 .09 :percentage of non-directive approach or about 24 .91
per cent directive.

The findings on the Bell Adjustment

I nventory tests showed that clients ucrc making a slightly
above average adjustment in life situations approximately
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t ,.,elve months after therapy termination.

The findings

also shmred that the students who adhered to the nondirective approach moro closely seemed to be more success -

ful "i th the therapy outcome than the ones '\·Tho did not .

CHAP'rER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The present study was undertaken in an attempt to
present a uell organized statomcnt of the first year ' s
activities of the play therapy clinic at the College of
the Pacific and to analyze and evaluate tho findings.
By observing the functions and the operation of the clinic,
the

1~r lter

attempted to define clearly its activities .

It is also an evaluation of tho work of the clinic ians in
terms of the non-d1r0ctivo approach .
The organization and function of the play therapy
clinic "'.·Tere defined in rola t1on to the part played by each
of the s taff members and different facilities in the total
clinical picture .

An illustrative case in the clinic was

presented for the purpose of giving a complete picture of
procedure.

An analysis was ltlade on the ty-pes of behavior

problems and the various percentages of personality,
conduct, symtomatic physical, and unclassified problems
in the cJ 1 nj (' ~

The

degree of therapeutic success ·Has

evaluated in relation to the per cent of usage of the nondirective approach .
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CONCLUSI ONS
On tho basis of the vTZ'iter •s evaluations and findings, certain conclusions have been roached .

The more

important of which are as follows:
1.

The historical origin of the play therapy

clinic ,.ras made possible by three events .

The f1r•s t of

these was the additi ons to the staff in the field of psychology at the college.

The second 1ras the construction of

new buildings and facilities; and the third

1-Tas

the publica-

tion of non-di rective play therapy techniques perfected by
Virginia M. Axline .
2.

This s tudy indicated t he first year of c linical

operation lras financially self-supporting.

'l'hc

total

amount of accrued fees from February, 1948 to February, 1949
was $589 . 50, and of this amount, $548 . 00 '\las collected in
the same period .

These f igures shmrs that 92. 9 per cent

of a ll the accrued fees were collected .
'

The total ex-

pendi tures for tha peri od "''as $411 . 17 which leaves a net
income of $136. 83 for the tvrelve -months operation of t he
clinic .

3.

Fift y referred cases made up a total of 151

behavior items which averaged out to 3 . 02 behavior items
per case .

This shows the extent of behavior traits among

t he children 1vh0 wero referred to the clinic.
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4.

The percentage or personality problems referred

to the clinic l?as 48 . 34, atd the percentage of conduct
problems was 27.15 .

Thi~

fact indicated that the parents

and the teachers are coming to recognize the seriousness of
personality problems and it shm-rs the presence of a des ire
to do something about them.

5.

The summary analysis of the average non-direct-

i ve and directive statements of the n:'l.ne clinicians showed
the clinicians

1-rere

using an a verage of 75.09 per cent o.f

non-directive approach .

These clinicians had been in-

structed to adhere a s closely as possible to a non- directive approach .

6.

The average rating based on the Bell Adjustment

Inventory scores on the 9 cases analyzed was slightly
above average .

The results showed that the children were

making a slightly above average adjustment in the life
sttuation in r elation to that of the average ch:i.ld one
year after the case termination .
7.

By using the 75 . 09 medi an score , the findings

showed a de.finite indication that the clinicians who
followed the non-directive a pproach more closely seemed
to achieve better success than those who did not.
( See Table XXV )
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